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MARSHALL UNIVERSITY 
COMMENCEMENT 
2007 
The One Hundred Seventieth 
Commencement 
r hall University Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
C. E. and James Haworth
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Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find these ceremonies ,, a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families ,, both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremonies, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There is also a brief descrip, tion and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administra, tion. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremonies. In keeping with academic tradition, the candidates will be presented for their respective degrees in order of the level of the degree, and within degree, in the order of establish, ment of the School or College. This order is followed in today's program. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins, please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. When the President closes the ceremonies following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is asked to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater till the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the One,Hundred Seventieth Commencement Exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall family of faculty, staff and students. 
Academic Procession 
Candidates for Doctoral Degree 
Candidates for Master Degree 
Candidates for Bachelor Degree 
Candidates for Associate Degree 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Jacqueline Agesa 
Prof. Kenneth Ambrose 
Prof. Gary Anderson 
Prof. Peggy Baden 
Prof. Robert Barnett 
Prof. Kathryn Chezik 
Prof. Roger Adkins 
Prof. Elizabeth Alexander 
Prof. Martin Amerikaner 
Prof. Michael Brookshire 
Prof. Bob Brown 
Prof. Carl Johnson 
Prof. Thomas Klein 
Prof. Suneel Maheshwari 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor Simon D. Perry 
Assistant Chief Marshal: 
Professor Ramchandra Akkihal 
Prof. David Cusick 
Prof. Teresa Eagle 
Prof. Rebecca Johnson 
Prof. Chong Kim 
Prof. Charles Lloyd 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Chief Usher: 
Professor Gary Saunders 
Prof. Karen McComas 
Prof. David Mills 
Prof. Caroline Perkins 
Prof. Jean Price 
Prof. Phil Rutsohn 
Prof. Kathy Seelinger 
Prof. Dale Shao 
Prof. Donna Spindel 
Readers 
Prof. LeVene Olson 
Prof. Leslie Petteys 
Prof. Linda Spatig 
Prof. Allan Stern 
Prof. Edmund Taft 
Prof. Charles Stivason 
Prof. Uday Tate 
Prof. Rick Weible 
Prof. Loren Wenzel 
Prof. Allen Wilkins 
Prof. Karl Winton 
Prof. Robert Edmunds, Prof. Cicero Fain, Prof. Judith Silver, and Prof. Harlan Smith 
Disclaimer: 
Student Ushers 
Jennifer Lee Kayser, Yeager Scholar 
Sarah Brennan Sullivan, Yeager Scholar 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative and is based on the anticipated 
successful completion of work undertaken during the Second Semester 2006-2007. This document 
should not be taken as an official record that degrees have or have not been awarded May candidates. 3 
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The 1 70th Commencement Program President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding Precommencement Concert 
Marshall University Commencement Band 
Associate Professor Steven R. Barnett, M.M., Conducting Processional - Ceremonial Marches National Anthem ............................................................................................................... Angela V. Moore 
Bachelor's Degree Graduate Invocation .......................................................................................................... Kenneth P. Ambrose, Ph.D. 
Professor of Sociology Introduction of Guests ........................................................................................... Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Board of Governors Greetings ........................................................................... Menis E. Ketchum, II, J .0. ' 
Chairman, Marshall University Board of Governors Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ........................................................ Stephen}. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Commencement Address ...................................................................................................... Homer Hickam 
NASA Engineer and Author Conferring of the Honorary Degrees 
Candidates presented by .............................................................................. Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President 
Candidates hooded by ............................................................................... Sarah N. Denman, Ed.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Ken Hechler - Doctor of Humane Letters 
Homer Hickam - Doctor of Literature Recognition of Honored Faculty ........................................................................ Larry W. Stickler, D.M.A. 
Faculty Senate President Recognition of the Honor Graduates ............................... ······················:·············Sarah N. Denman, Ed.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Presentation of Marshall University Doctoral Degree Candidates 
Doctor of Education Degree Candidates presented by Dean Rudy D. Pauley 
Doctor of Philosophy Degree Candidates presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch 
Doctor of Psychology Degree Candidates presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch 
Doctor of Management Practice Nurse Anesthesia Degree Candidates 
presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch Conferring of Marshall University Doctoral Degrees Presentation and Conferring of West Virginia University-Marshall University Cooperative Doctoral Degree 
Degree conferred by Dean Anne H. Nardi, 
College of Human Resources and Education, West Virginia University Presentation of Doctoral Diplomas and Investiture of Academic Hoods Presentation and Conferring of West Virginia University Institute 
of Technology-Marshall University Cooperative Degree ...................................... Edward L. Robinson 
Chairman, West Virginia University Institute of Technology Board of Advisors Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degrees Candidates for the Master's Degrees 
Graduate College presented by Dean Leonard J. Deutsch Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate's Degrees 
College of Education and Human Services presented by Dean Rosalyn A Templeton 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean Christina J. Murphy 
College of Business presented by Dean Paul J. Uselding 
College of Science presented by Dean Andrew Rogerson 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications presented by Dean Corley F. Dennison 
College of Fine Arts presented by Dean Donald L. Van Hom 
College of Health Professions presented by Dean Shortie McKinney 
College of Information Technology and Engineering presented by Dean Tony Szwilski 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Dean Donovan L. Combs Conferring of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degrees Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's, and Associate's Degree Graduates Alumni Association Greetings ........................................................................... Sharon W. Porter, B.S.N. 
Marshall University Alumni Association President Closing ...................................................................................................................... Stephen}. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President Alma Mater .............. Anne K. Parlock, Philip P. Parlock II, T heodore A Rose 11,-and Caitlin N. Swecker 
Bachelor's Degree Candidates Recessional ........................................................................................................... Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
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The President's Medallion and Grand Mace 
Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The 
Academy was named in honor of]ohn Marshall, the fourth Chief Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court, who died on July 6, 1835. 
The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our 
namesake, who has been described by modem-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member 
of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall 
was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting 
Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found 
glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." 
Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the 
longest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a 
broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as 
the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure 
as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance 
commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. 
John Marshall's image is u ed prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion 
and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the 
presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which 
features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal 
University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty 
at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is 
made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. 
The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus 
fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years 
old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. 
The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of 
Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are 
surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. 
Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history 
of the University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the eal of Marshall College, and 
an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. 
The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. 
The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected 
by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clu ters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 
inches from the top of the torch to the base. 
Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well 
as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Faculty with 25 or more years of 
service as of May 2007 
NAME COLLEGE MU YEARS Simon Perry College of Liberal Arts 45 James Brumfield College of Science 43 Michael Comfeld College of Fine Arts 40 Charles Peele College of Science 40 Mary Marshall College of Education and Human Services 40 John Teel College of Liberal Arts 40 Ramchandra Akkihal Lewis College of Business 39 Matthew Carlton College of Science 39 John Larson College of Science 39 William Paynter College of Education and Human Services 39 Nancy Stump College of Liberal Arts 39 Powell Toth College of Education and Human Services 39 Ronald Gain College of Science 38 Nick Kontos Lewi? College of Business 38 Earline Allen College of Fine Arts 37 Ralph Oberly College of Science 37 William Ramsey College of Liberal Arts 37 Franklin Binder College of Science 36 Kathryn Chezik College of Health Professions 36 David Cusick College of Science 36 John McKeman College of Liberal Arts 36 LeVene Olson College of Education and Human Services 36 Joseph Stone Lewis College· of Business 36 Tony Williams College of Education and Human Services 36 Elaine Baker College of Liberal Arts 35 Robert Barnett College of Education and Human Services 35 James Joy College of Science 35 Charles Lloyd College of Liberal Arts 35 Ralph Taylor College of Science 35 Daniel Babb College of Science 34 Lisle Brown Library 34 Stephen Cupps College of Liberal Arts 34. Thomas Hankins College of Information Technology and Engineering 34 Clayton McNeamey College of Liberal Arts 34 Dan Evans College of Science 33 Michael Little College of Science 33 William McDowell College of Education and Human Services 33 Kenneth Ambrose College of Liberal Arts 32 Michael Burton College of Education and Human Services 32 Ronald Childress College of Education and Human Services 32 
NAME COLLEGE MU YEARS 
Barbara Guyer College of Education and Human Services 32 
Carl Johnson College of Education and Human Services 32 
Steven Mewaldt College of Liberal Arts 32 
Sharon Wildman Library 32 
Robert Angel College of Education and Human Services 31 
Emmett Bowling College of Education and Human Services 31 
H. Wayne Elmore College of Science 31 
Dennis Emmett Lewis College of Business 31 
Stephen O'Keefe College of Liberal Arts 31 
Karen Simpkins College of Liberal Arts 31 
Donna Spindel College of Liberal Arts 31 
Violette Eash College of Education and Human Services 30 
Rebecca Johnson School of]oumalism and Mass Communications 30 
Chong Kim Lewis College of Business 30 
Ben Miller College of Fine Arts 30 
Gerald Rubin College of Science 30 
David Stem College of Information Technology and Engineering 30 
Robert Wilson College of Liberal Arts 30 
John Hubbard College of Science 29 
Janet Dooley School of Journalism and Mass Communications 28 
Marc Lindberg College of Liberal.Arts 28 
Ronald Martino College of Science 28 
Edwina Pendarvis College of Education and Human Services 28 
ClaraR�ese College of Education and Human Services 28 
Roger Adkins Lewis College of Business 27 
Philip Carter College of Health Professions 27 
Arthur Maynard College of Education and Human Services 27 
Karen Mitchell College of Science 27 
Nicola Orsini College of Science 27 
Joseph Wyatt College of Liberal Arts 27 
Gary Anderson College of Science 26 
Bob Brown Lewis College of Business 26 
Christopher Dolmetsch College of Liberal Arts 26 
Robert Edmunds College of Liberal Arts 26 
Diana Stotts College of Health Professions 26 
John Vielkind College of Liberal Arts 26 
Elwyn Bellis College of Science 25 
Margaret Brown College of Liberal Arts 25 
Linda Dobbs College of Fine Arts 25 
Maria Riddel College of Liberal Arts 25 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty 
Kenneth Ambrose 
L. Howard Aulick
Elwyn Bellis
Lance Belville
Stephen Fish
Gary Gilbert
John Lancaster
Mary Marshall
Marilyn McClure
Jane McKee
William Rhoten
John Sheils
Karen Simpkins
Ralph Taylor
Cora Teel
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Instructor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Professor 
Associate Dean 
Professor 
Professor 
Associate Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Sociology & Anthropology 
Physiology 
Physics 
Management & Marketing 
Anatomy, Cell & Neurobiology 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
Mathematics 
Exercise Science, Sport & Recreation 
Journalism 
College of Education & Human Services 
Anatomy 
Pathology 
Sociology & Anthropology 
Biological Science 
University Libraries Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Outstanding Teacher Award 2006/07 Recipient 
Thelma "Sissy" Isaacs Associate Pr?fessor School of Education Pickens-Queen Teacher Award 2006/07 Recipients 
Pam Holland Assistant Professor Communication Disorders 
Ronda Sturgill 
Lachlan Whalen 
Assistant Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Exercise Science, Sport & Recreation 
English Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2006/07 Recipient 
Montserrat Miller Associate Professor History Faculty Distinguished Service Award 2006/07 Recipients 
Gary Anderson Professor Physical Science 
Earline Allen Professor Art 
Leonard Deutsch Dean Graduate College 
Robert Edmunds Professor Communication Studies 
Jane McKee Associate Dean College of Education & Human Services 
H. Keith Spears Vice President University Communications 
Donna Spindel Professor History 
Michael Sullivan Professor Graduate School of Education & 
Professional Development Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2006/07 Recipients 
Solen Dikener Assistant Professor Music 
Luke Eric Lassiter Professor Humanities 
Bonita Lawrence Associate Professor Mathematics 
Ralph Oberste-Vorth Professor Mathematics 
Hongwei Yu Associate Professor Biochemistry & Microbiology 
Academic Heraldry The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote the wearer's university. The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray Business Administration ................................ Drab Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac Economics ................................................... Copper Education ............................................... Light Blue Engineering ................................................. Orange Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown Forestry .......................................................... Russet Home Economics ....................................... Maroon Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue Physical Education ............................... Sage Green Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink Science ............................................ Golden Yellow Social Science .............................................. Cream Journalism ................................................. Crimson Law ................................................................ Purple Social Work ................................................. Citron Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray Medicine ....................................................... Green Music ................................................................ Pink At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective degrees. Bachelor degree graduates in University Honors, John Marshall Scholars and Yeager Scholars wear forest green robes. 
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Profile of Marshall University 
The early history of Marshall University is filled 
with colorful events and people. 
To put things in chronological perspective, 
the academic saga started in 1837 when the good 
citlzens of Guyandotte and the farming country to 
the west - now the city of Huntington - decided 
they needed an annual school to provide for the 
education of their youngsters. 
Tradition records they met at the home of John 
Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and 
named the new school Marshall Academy in honor 
of his friend, the late Chief]usticeJohn Marshall. 
They decided to locate their new school on a knoll 
known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building 
called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also 
had served for some time as a subscription school 
for the area. 
It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General 
Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally 
incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing 
Laidley and eight other men as trustees. 
On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased 
from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one­
fourth acre lot containing their log "academy." 
The price: $40. 
That land is now the site of Old Main. 
The trustees proceeded to build a new two­
story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet 
long, containing four rooms. It was completed by 
February, 1839. 
The first full school term was conducted in 
1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial 
obligations were accepted by the Conference of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, 
Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. 
Due to financial problems the property was sold at 
public auction in 1861. 
Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building 
for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a 
Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in 
court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite 
and his family lived in the college building. 
During at least part of the war, a small school, 
probably a subscription school, was maintained at 
the college - fulfilling a provision in the original 
deed from James Holderby which specified it was to 
be used'\ .. for the express purpose of an Academy 
(sic) and for no other use." The building also was 
used as a hospital during part of the conflict. 
Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia 
had recognized the need for an institution to train 
teachers to serve the state's public schools. 
On Feb. 2 7, 1867, the Legislature voted approval 
of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be 
located at Marshall College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters 
of Cabell County approved a property tax levy 
amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated 
funds and on Aug. l, 1867, the school's regents 
purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason 
for $3,600. 
The first session of Marshall College as a state 
normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 
10 weeks. 
In 1905, construction was started on the final 
section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" 
segment facing the main entrance to the campus 
on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old 
Main consisted of five sections. 
Athletics got their start at Marshall with the first 
football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall 
teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, 
but the now-familiar Green and White colors had 
been adopted by 1904. 
In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary 
school. By 1912, the regents had added two years 
of study to the school's program, equivalent to 
the freshman and sophomore years in college. In 
1914, President Corbly recommended that" ... 
Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact 
as well as in official name - a degree-conferring 
institution." 
In 1920, the State Board of Education approved 
Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in 
education. Teachers College conferred degrees upon 
four candidates in June, 1921. 
The years ahead were to see steady physical 
and academic expansion and Marshall became a 
university in 1961. Marshall has an enrollment of 
about 14,000, a full-time faculty of more than 650 
and about 300 part-time instructors. 
The small academy has become a major university 
operating 11 colleges and schools: College of 
Education and Human Services, College of Liberal 
Arts, Lewis College of Business, College of Science, 
College ofFine Arts, School of Journalism and Mass 
Communications, School of Medicine, College 
of Health Professions, Graduate College, College 
of Information Technology and Engineering and 
University College. 
Marshall has two major campuses - a main 
campus in Huntington and the Marshall University 
Graduate College in South Charleston - along 
with several learning centers including the School 
of Medicine; the Marshall Medical Center; the 
Harless Learning Center in Gilbert; the Teays 
Valley Regional Center; the Mid-Ohio Valley 
Center in Point Pleasant; the Southern Mountain 
Center in Logan, and the Robert C. Byrd Institute 
for Advanced Flexible Manufacturing. 
Individual College Ceremonies 
College of Education and Human Services Saturday, May 5 
Christ Temple Church, 
2400 Johnstown Road, Huntington 
Undergraduate Ceremony, 1:00 p.m. with a reception 
immediately following the ceremony. 
Graduate Ceremony 
2:00 p.m. Reception - 3:00 p.m. Ceremony. 
Caps, gowns, and hoods required. 
College of Liberal Arts Saturday, May 5 
Reception for students and family attending 
12:00 noon in Main Area of the Big Sandy Super Store 
Arena. Students will be called for line up at 12:45 
p.m. and must be in cap and gown for procession.
Graduation ceremony will begin at 1:00 p.m.
Lewis College of Business Saturday, May 5, 1 :30 p.m. 
College of Science 
College of Health Professions 
College of Fine Arts 
College of Information Technology 
& Engineering 
School of Extended Education 
School of Journalism 
& Mass Communications 
School of Medicine - Forensic Science 
Undergraduate and Master's Hooding Ceremonies 
Cam Henderson Center 
Saturday May 5, 1 p.m. Keith Albee Theatre. 
Undergraduate and graduate ceremonies will require 
recipients to wear cap and gown and hood for 
Master's graduates. 
Saturday May 5, Immediately following 
Commencement. Reception and Small Ceremony 
Big Sandy Super Store Arena, Grand Ballroom 
Saturday May 5, Brunch - Immediately following 
Commencement. The Palms Century Building 
314 9th St. Plaza, Huntington 
Saturday, May 5, 1 hour after Commencement 
(about Noon) Graduation and Hooding Ceremony 
Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center Reception 
following in the Francis Booth Experimental Theater. 
Graduates are requested to please wear caps and gowns. 
Tickets are required for guest admission to the ceremony 
Saturday, May 5, immediately following the main 
Commencement. Exercises at the Buck Harless Dining 
Hall on the Huntington campus. 
No academic regalia required. 
Saturday, May 5, 1:30 p.m. 
Smith Recital Hall Caps and gowns required. 
Saturday, May 5, 3:00 p.m. 
Hooding and Reception 
John Marshall Dining Room 
I 
I 
I 
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I' 14 Class of 2007 Honor Graduates Bachelor Degree Candidates The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and matching tassels worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Green and White Cords and White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Cords and Tassels. The Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude Allyson Rae Hatcher Adam P. Sweeney Green & White Cord Jillian Kay Heeren Katherine L. Thaxton Andrew S. Henson Larisa Kay Thompson & White Tassel Jered Thompson Hill Jenna Suzanne Walker Jacinda Spring Hurley Abigail Anne Warner These students have attained an Bradley A. Hylton Meghan Maria Webb over-all academic average of 3.85 Erica Michelle Johnson Thomas Jefferson West to 4.00. Andrea M. JonesLaura Diane Adams Jennifer Lee Kayser Britani Nichole Keeney Magna Cum Laude Justin R. Angus Matthew Craig Kellar Rachel E. Ballard Jennifer A. Kelly Gold Cord & Gold Tassel Brandon Marc Beacom Sarah Elizabeth Kemp Michael Scott Beverage Elizabeth A. Kilver These students have attained Adrian Paige Blackstock Justin Patrick Knabb an over-all academic average of Karen Ellen Blickley Aleksandra Barbara Kraszpulska 3.60 to 3.84. Matthew T. Bonar Stephanie Lauren Lloyd Sean Eric Boyd Amanda Marie Luers Brian F. Abadir Sarah Kathryn Boyles Beverly Anne Maynard Patricia Ann Adkins Sarah Rose Brinegar Hannah D. McCullough Sara Beth Alvey Jessica Rae Brown Kristen Renee Meadows Angella Nicole Anderson Sarah Marie Bryant Eric Richard Merriam Lauren Brittany Arthur Kimberly Bennett Buetzow Ryan Michael Mullen Emily Beth Auger Ashley Dawn Chaddock Nitisha Mulpuri James M. Baker Sara Lawson Chadwick Todd P. Parks Benjamin Leroy Balding Matthew Scott Chaffins Anne Kathryn Parlock Steven Michael Bane Joseph S. Chapman Velva Yolanda Pennington Amy Christine Bean Patricia Jean Cline Mary Christine Petrany Christina Renee Belcher Janie Lee Coe Alan L. Pritt Samara A. Bennett Craig A. Cole Akia Chea Rice AmyM. Bias Jessica Michelle Craig Laura Aleise Robbins Jim Henry Black Joshua A. Delung Christopher Wayne Roberts Amy Marie Boggs David A. deBlecourt Sarah Katherine Roberts Karim Wayne Boukhemis Paul Jerid Dick William K. Salter Christopher Ryne Brewer Lora Beth Dickerson Sheri Lynnette Saunders Katherine Susan Brisky Jamie Lee Dunkle Cynthia Brooke Schnably Lu Ann Browning Emily McDaris Edmonson Jordan Leigh Sheils Heather Renee Broyles Dominick Emmanuel Figueroa Kerrie Rena Shull Jessica Marie Burnside Jenna Lee Frankenfield David Matthew Sovie Brittany Dyan Buskirk Megan M. Frasure Jennifer L. Stathers Chad C. Caldwell Ashley Nicole Gatens Sarah Brennan Sullivan Adam Loren Campbell Jessica Lorado George Tabitha Margo Surface Kathryn W. Cantrell Rebecca Lee Harshbarger Crista Lee Suttle Deborah Alaine Capper 
Krystal Rae Carpenter Stephanie Frances Hurley Krystal Faye Profitt 
Jason Scott Carter Shane Sheardon Irwin Andrew Ryan Pyles 
Krista Shawn Carter Rivka Leah Jacobs Emily Sue Reynolds 
Whitney Nicole Casey- Heather Marie Jarrett Jennifer A. Reynolds 
Heatherman Stephanie Lynn Jeans Vallery Obetrice Rice 
Marie B. Casne Christopher Neil Johnson Matthew S. Richards 
Tebaliah Suzanne Casto Jessica Layne Jones Laura Kelly Richter 
Charles W. Cattrell Courtney M. Kacenga Kendra Dion Riffle 
Samantha L. Chapman Rebekka Maria Kaupat Joseph Meir Rubin 
Stephanie Dawn Chapman Sarah Jane Keeney Ryan Scott Sarver 
Benjamin Way Childers Erin Michelle Kelley James T. Schneider 
Ashlee Nicole Cochran Courtney Lynn Kiser Autumn Christine Seavey 
Ashley Dawn Coleman Robert Richard Kohl, Jr. Jacob Shane Sellers 
Sean Elliott Collins Tlniza Li Koone Bethany G. Sharp 
Ashley Christine Cota Joseph Alan Lambert Jacquelynn Kimberly Sherman 
Meredith D. Crislip Brian T. Lang Leslie A. Shrewsbury 
Katelyn Nina Cushman Kathryn Suzanne Lavender Lindsey Beth Singleton 
David Seth Cyfers Meagan Elisabeth Lester Christopher Ryan Sink 
Bradley Ryan Davis Tiffany Ann Lester Megan E. Skanes 
Jacqueline Christine Decker Heather Nicole Light Nancy M. Slone 
Lacie Danielle Deeds Jennifer Holland Linn Andrew P. Smith 
Cara Michelle Dials Rachel Suzanne Linville Stephanie Lynn Snyder 
Autumn Rae Dippolito Tiffany Lynn Linville Fredrick Anthony Sowards 
William Christopher Dressel Amanda Leigh LoFiego Priscilla Ann Spence 
Justin Allen Eaches Shelby Rena Lucas Emily Michelle Springer 
Kristina Dawn Elliott Katrina Jean Lynch Kristi Nicole Stanley 
Ashley Nicole Epling Sarah Jane Lynch Amanda Jane Steele 
Lori Anne Estep Sijia Ma Adam Douglas Stephens 
Lisa Ann Estes Jenna Renee Marker Melissa Rae Stillwell 
Allison Claire Ferguson Karah Lynn Markins Caitlin Nicole Swecker 
Joe Michael Fincham Stephanie Lauren Marshall Andrea Nicole Tate 
Brooke E. Fisher Jeffrey Daniel McCoy Megan Leigh Thacker 
Jennifer Carol Flook Megan Nicole McCoy Sarah Jane Tucker 
Daniel Lee Fraley Leslie Ann McNemar Katie D. Vass 
Jennifer Lynne Good Nathan Marc Merritt Kristin Ashley Ward 
Rachel LeAnne Greene Ashley Nicole Miner Jason Ryan Weaver 
Steven L. Grindstaff Ashley Lynn Mitchell Lucas Andrew Weir 
Kristen M. Grinstead Tarah Elizabeth Mitchell Mallory Sue Wells 
Jaime Lynn Gruber Emily Sarah Moe Stephanie Elaine Wemm 
Robert C. Hage Koren Lee Moore Robert Garrett Wheeler 
Mitchell Lewis Hall Valerie Ann Moore Jonathan Michael White 
Jessica Marie Hamilton Casey Anne Mulholland Tessa Marie White 
Nathan Moore Hamilton ·Jessica Lauren Nelson-Spensieri Jamie Lee Wilcox
Jamilyn D. Hamlin Crista N. Nezhni Nicole Denise Williams 
Stacey Elizabeth Hamrick Thanh Thi Hoai Nguyen Ashlee Marie Wilson 
Jade Fallon Haney James Douglas Nichols Lindsay Nicole Wimer 
Janna Marie Hardman Krystle Danielle Nichols Leigh A. Wintter 
Travis Lee Harry Philip Patrick Parlock, II Shannon Michele Wood 
Nathan Randall Hatfield Joshua Ray Parsons Daniel Keith Workman 
Thomas James Hedrick Charles B. Patrick Charlton Wesley Yingling 
Andrew J. Heighton Beverly D. Pauley Eric Neil Zellers 
James Travis Hill Manda M. Pawelczyk 
Rachel Elizabeth Hill Laura B. Peard 
Cassandra Nicole Hite Shane Joseph Picha 
Kelly L. Holleran Anna Melissa Price 
Sean C. Hornbuckle Jennifer Brooke Pritchard 
Savannah LeeAnn Hull Emma L. Probst 15 
Cum Laude Jennie Leigh Cummings Marcus A. Herald Red Cord & Red Tassel Heather Renae Curtis Jaclyn Leigh Heslop Katelyn Nina Cushman Joseph B. Hess These students have attained Heather Marie Cyfers Teresa Lynn Higginbotham an over-all academic average of Rebecca Garrett Cyrus Carlie Nicole Hillman 3.30 to 3.59. Danielle Jean Dailey Verlie Lynn Hitchcock Mary M. Dameron William Alejandro Holland Noelle Pearl Adams Kevin M. Damron Amanda Nicole Hoy Carl Allen Adkins Charles Ryan Davis Charles Franklin Hubbard Christopher James Adkins Janessa Lynn Davis Andrew Jacob Hussell Tina Jill Adkins Cara Laree Dawson Joseph Donovan Hylton Velvadena Lee Adkins Michael Craig DeHaven Corey Ann Ingram Tiffany Faye Amick Rachel Brooke DeHaven Amber Nicole Jarrell Valerie A. Arment Obianuju Erinma Dike Erin Marie Jasin Shannon Marie Bacon Jessica G. Dodd Jansen David Jeffrey Sara Jane Bailey Darrel B. Dorsey Natasha S. Jemerison Julie B. Ballengee Kayleigh Marie Dye Michael Joseph Jenkins Kaitlin M. Bedekovich Anisa Nicole Dye-Hale Megan Renee Johnson Ryan Belcher Danny Dean Edmunds Amanda B. Justice LaCrissa Jo Bellomy Adam T. Ehlert Mika Kanai Jessica Mae Bethel Nicholas Charles Eirschele Mary Elisabeth Kees Brandon Lee Black Katherine L. Erwin Samantha T. Kessler Mary Elizabeth Blake Samantha Jayne Evans Justin Brooks Kesterson Kenneth R. Booth John P. Farley Brian David Kingry Britney Dawn Brooks Miranda Leigh Fields Adrian Elizabeth Kirk April Shavonne Broun Valerie Darlene Fincham Rhea Brooke Kiser Lora Leigh Brown Joseph E. Flanagan Christopher John Koutsavlis Emily Elizabeth Browning Kevin M. Forget Milla Marianne Kuurto Marsha Abigail Bryant Adam Michael Frederick Brittany LeAnn Lacy Brandon Arthur Byrnes Teresa M. French Faith Ann Leonard David M. Calebaugh Brendi Nicole Fuller Adam Robert Lindell Monique Alexia Cameron Melanie Rae Funk Kevin Eugene Link Lea Ann Caplinger Jesamyn L. Fuscardo Nicole Renee Logan Michelle Lyn Captain Robert C. Gabardi Jaclyn Michelle Luton Tiffany D. Carter Devin J. Gallagher Timothy R. Lynch Lindsay Annette Casebolt Kirk Benjamin Gibson Justin B. Mace Joshua D. Cassidy Timothy R. Gladis Rebecca Jean Manck Aimee Alisa Casto Deborah Sue Goheen Kimberly K. Mann Martin Lee Chadwell Albert Riley Goodrich Robert Jameson Mann Crystal Dale Chambers Justin C. Gore Stephanie Ann Marcum Elizabeth Nora Chambers Jeremy Joseph Graham Tori Lynn Marra Jason Aaron Chandler Joshua Carl Grooms Sandra Lou Martin Caroline Hoback Clark Alison Lynn Gundy Stephen Brent Mason Charlotte Carol Clark Jenna Lee Gwinn Justin Michael Matney Joshua Alan Clark Jamie L. Hacker Steven Lee Maynard Lindsey Suzanne Clark Holly Frances Hager Patrick Bernard McBumey Anthony Michael Cline Sarah Beth Hall Sara Tess McClellan Kevin Andrew Cline Tara Rae Hamon Carrie Emily McClung Rachel Amanda Cline Sarah E. Hansen Richard A. McComas Clayton Jon Cochrane Seth Paul Harding Whitney Gayle McCoy Matthew Coco Roy R. Harmon Jennifer Rachel McDowell Kiera Beth Collier Ian A. Harris Christopher Allen McKenzie Sara Nicole Copley Paul Matthew Harris Jennifer Anne McLaughlin PaulM. Cox Joshua Daniel Harshbarger Taryn M. Mello Stephanie Ann Cremeans Brandon Lee Hatfield Donald Andrew Melton Jesse A. Crouch Devon Hubbard Healy Chelsea Anne Miller Jeremy David Cumberledge Elizabeth Ann Hensley Elijah Oliver Miller 
16 
Michael S. Misiti Ashley Lynn Roggenkamp Julie Christine Stevens Daniel R. Mistich Jason A. Rose Brandon Michael Stewart Jessica Lee Moore Theodore Arthur Rose, II Patrick Austin Stewart Dustin Eaton Moraczewski Stephania Michelle Rovatsos Reagan Winslow Sweetser Shawna Marie Morris Rebecca Lynn Roy Jodie Lee Switzer Adam James Mottesheard Kathleen Michelle Saine Brittany Morgan Taylor Sarah I. Musick Sabrina Brandelle Salmons Lori Lynette Terango Eric B. Myers Benjamin Morgan Sandy Clifford R. Thacker Derek Homer Nash Alexandria L. Sargent Meghan Elizabeth Thom Jonathan Michael Nelson Kevin Wayne Saunders Charlotte Irene Thornhill Phyllis Dawn Newhouse Lugene Carol Saunders Brandon Michael Tolliver Brandon D. Nida Melissa Jo Sayre Andrew D. Toney Kelly Jean Ohlinger Stephen Lee Sayre Carolyn Elaine Trader Todd Franklin Perdue Kayla Marie Scott Julia Leoda Urban Steven M. Peterson Charles D. Searls Debra L. Wallace Ashleigh Ryann Petts Karal Elizabeth Seibel Shawn Michael Walls Christina Lynn Phillips Claire Jordan Sellards Adam C. Watson Samuel E. Phipps Michael Vaughn Sheppard Pamela Sue Wells Whitney Elizabeth Pinkerton Jennifer Ann Short Brittany D'Nique Westfall Megan E. Pletka David Ellsworth Shriver Leann Gail Whitt Sarah Loving Posin April L. Simpson Amanda Lauren Williams Courtney Nicole Poston Leanna Faye Skarzinski Jessica Lindsey Williams Cynthia Marie Preast Samantha Jill Sloan Krista Lea Wilmoth Elaine Carol Prichard Pamela Sue Slone Danielle N. Winter Jared Mathew Prol Ryan Christopher Slone Eric Jerome Witcher Veronica Rose Ralston Michael Austin Smith Charles Coleman Woodard Betsy Lou Reynolds Nicole Ann Smith Lawrence Edward Wright Adam Christopher Rhodes Trina G. Smith Jieting Yang Erinn Keely Rice Anna Michelle Southworth Jeannie L. Yates Chad William Riedel Sara Elizabeth Spenia Matthew Raymond Young Jessica K. Riffle Teffany Dawn Stamper Katrina M. Zell Meghan Marie Robateau Seth Webster Stanley Erica Jean Roberts Crystal Nicole Stephens Sarah Jo Roberts Jacqulyn Renee Stephenson 
17 
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Associate Degree Candidates 
With· High Honors Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3. 70 to 4.00 Carrie Lynn Alexander Monica Jame Chandler Tiffany Diane Kirby 
With Honors Same as above These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. Angela Dawn Bailey Stacie L. Dejneka Dawn Renee Reese Joy Allison Rounds Virginia Renee Spurlock Anna Curcio Ward 
John R. Hall Center for Academic Excellence Erma Byrd Scholars Jessica Rae Brown Lacie Danielle Deeds � Leslie Ann McNemar Anne Kathryn Parlock Brandon Michael Stewart John Marshall Scholars Laura Diane Adams Kaitlin M. Bedokovich Michael Scott Beverage Sarah Rose Brinegar Jessica Rae Brown Samantha L. Chapman Janie Lee Coe Ashley Dawn Coleman Lora Beth Dickerson Jamie Lee Dunkle University Honors Michael Scott Beverage Jessica Rae Brown Sara Lawson Chadwick Samantha L. Chapman Janie Lee Coe Ashley Dawn Coleman Sean Elliot Collins Jamie Lee Dunkle Emily McDaris Edmonson Roy R. Harmon Nathan Moore Hamilton Yeager Scholars Sean Elliot Collins Roy R. Harmon Jennifer Lee Kayser Nitisha Mulpuri Sarah Brennan Sullivan Emily McDaris Edmonson Ryan Thomas Faulkner Kevin M. Forget Mitchell Lewis Hall Nathan Moore Hamilton Stephanie Lynn Jeans Matthew Craig Kellar Sarah Elizabeth Kemp Elizabeth A. Kilver Hannah D. McCullough Erica Michelle Johnson Jennifer Lee Kayser Matthew Craig Kellar Nicole Renee Logan Leslie Ann McNemar Candice D. Mullins Nitisha Mulpuri Sarah Loving Posin Anne Kathryn Parlock Mary Christine Petrany Krystal Faye Profitt Leslie Ann McNemar Nathan Moore Hamilton Anne Kathryn Parlock Mary Christine Petrany Laura Aleise.Robbins Jacob Shane Sellers Jenna Suzanne Walker Abigail Anne Warner Thomas Jefferson West Laura Aleise Robbins Jacob Shane Sellers Julie Christine Stevens Sarah Brennan Sullivan Andrew D. Toney Jenna Suzanne Walker Lucas Andrew Weir Thomas Jefferson West Katrina M. Zell I" I 
�J 
20 Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officer's Training Corps Battalion The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University on May 4, 2007: CLARK, Joshua A. JOHNSON, Christopher Neil KUHN, William Kenton LABER, Joseph F. LANG, Daniel Steven MANNELLA, Gabriel MATTHEWS, Brian Military Police Infantry Infantry Field Artillery Armor Transportation Aviation The following individual was commissioned Second Lieutenant in the United States Army on December 15, 2006: DINKLOCKER, David Finance 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
and Human Services Candidates presented by Rosalyn A. Templeton, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 
Bachelor of Arts Kristi Rene Adams-Robertson Tina Jill Adkins Lesley Ellen Akers David A. Anderson Ginger A. Anderson Emily Beth Auger Lowell Jordan Austin Shannon Marie Bacon Brittaney Paige Bailey Julie B. Ballengee Christopher Michael Barnes Stacie Lee Belzer Samara A. Bennett Jessica Mae Bethel Aaron Michael Billups Robert Kyle Blethen Angelica Lucia Brochero Britney Dawn Brooks Emily Elizabeth Browning Lu Ann Browning Heather Renee Broyles Chad C. Caldwell Sarah Ann Camden Deborah Alaine Capper Michelle Lyn Captain Krystal Rae Carpenter Tebaliah Suzanne Casto Charles W. Cattrell Ashley Dawn Chaddock Matthew Scott Chaffins Joseph S. Chapman Sarah Nichole Chapman Carly Michelle Childers Charlotte Carol Clark Kevin Andrew Cline Ashlee Nicole Cochran Ashley Christine Cota Meredith D. Crislip Heather Renae Curtis Mary M. Dameron Christina May Davis Autumn Rae Dippolito Jonathan Scott Edwards Michelle Lynn Ehrhart Erika Kim Elkin Lori Anne Estep Clarissa Nicole Fekete Brooke E. Fisher Loren Summer Fletcher Megan M. Frasure Teresa M. French Danielle O'Neal Frye Brendi Nicole Fuller Melanie Rae Funk Jessica Lorado George Jennifer Lynn Gooch Albert Riley Goodrich Christina Lynn Grieser Jaime Lynn Gruber Jill Marie Guess Jamie L. Hacker Mitchell Lewis Hall Sarah Beth Hall Jamilyn Denae Hamlin Seth Paul Harding Janna Marie Hardman Chrisa Anne Hayes Devon Hubbard Healy Matthew Christensen Hopewell Sean C. Hornbuckle Amanda Nicole Hoy Abraham John Huff Alexis Renn Hunley Stephanie Frances Hurley Andrew Jacob Hussell Sarah Frances Jackson Amber Nicole Jarrell Heather Marie Jarrett Matthew Hunter Jarvis Jessica Michelle Johnson Donald Alphonso Jones Justin Brooks Kesterson Brian David Kingry Shandy Darleen Kocher Brian T. Lang Kelly Ann Langdon Tiffany Ann Lester Aaron Alexander Levinson Linzi Nicole Lewis Ambur Nycolle Linger Amanda Marie Luers Ashley Nichole Lusk Robert Jameson Mann Stephanie Ann Marcum Stephanie Lauren Marshall Amy Lynn Maynard 21 
22 Matthew Allen McBride Sara Tess McClellan Jessica Ann McCoy Marisa Diane Meadows Valerie Jo Means Taryn M. Mello Erin Rae Mendez Tarah Elizabeth Mitchell Skylene Nichole Montgomery Casey Anne Mulholland Brooke Alexandra Murphy Jillian Christina Nester Anne Kathryn Parlock Philip Patrick Parlock Todd Franklin Perdue Devin Paul Perry Shane Joseph Picha Mary A. Porter Anna Melissa Price Carol Jean Raines Allison Shea Reeves Jennifer A. Reynolds Adam Christopher Rhodes Erinn Keely Rice James Mitchell Richardson Christopher Wayne Roberts Sarah Jo Roberts Selena N. Roberts Rebecca Lynn Roy Kathleen Michelle Saine Sabrina Brandelle Salmons Elizabeth Moore Samworth Heather Leann Sanders Heather Dawn Scott Rachel Mary Searle Leslie A. Shrewsbury Kerrie Rena Shull Corey Allen Sias Kelly Dawn Simmons Rebecca Lynn Solomon Priscilla Ann Spence Matthew Davis Stanley Jennifer L. Stathers Amanda Jane Steele Jacqulyn Renee Stephenson Jacqueline Renee Stillion Crista Lee Suttle Brittany Morgan Taylor Gregory Allen Terhune Michelle Lynn Tetrick Mary S. Thomas Michelle Lynn Turley Felicia Ann Van Nostrand Melissa Ann Veres Meghan Maria Webb Jessica Lindsey Williams Danielle N. Winter Benjamin Richard Wooten Jennifer Natalie Ziolkowski Bachelor of Science Jeff A. Blount Stephen Jon-Patrick Woodard Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Arts Lora Beth Dickerson Danielle M. Loehr Deitric J. Edwards Corey Love Noelle Pearl Adams Stacy E. Ellis Whitney Gayle McCoy Michael Shane Adkins Allison Claire Ferguson Tiffany Anne McCullough Patricia Ann Adkins Darrell Chase Gibson Rebekka Ann McDaniel Meredith Lauren Anderson Christopher Eugene Good Christin Marie McKnight Keisha B. Ashworth Eliza M. Gould Chelsea Anne Miller Amber Dawn Atkins Jeremy Joseph Graham John Robert Morgan Brian N. Bailey Cameron Wayne Guill Matthew Phillip Morris James M. Baker Alison Lynn Gundy Garrett Lyle Morrison Jason Michael Bankston Jerica Brae Hammond Christopher Wayne Nestor Rebecca Ruth Beasley Stacey Elizabeth Hamrick Paulette Monique Nixon Brett Nelson Bergey Ian A. Harris Todd P. Parks Malicy Ann Black Rebecca Lee Harshbarger Courtney Kay Parsons Aaron Richard Brown Marquita Ann Hatcher Samuel E. Phipps Jamie Lynn Cabell Amy Elisabeth Herholdt Aimee Danielle Pigott Deborah Sue Carter Cassandra Nicole Hite Courtney Nicole Poston Megan E. Cassidy Jacinda Spring Hurley Jared Mathew Prol Crystal Dale Chambers Sherry Ann Javins Catherine Lauren Ray Jason Aaron Chandler Natasha S. Jemerison Betsy Lou Reynolds T homas J. Cisco Megan L. Jenkins Jeremy A. Richardson I van Richard Clark Uranius Unique Johnson Laura Aleise Robbins Clayton Jon Cochrane Sarah Jane Keeney Jason A. Rose Kiera Beth Collier Nicole Elizabeth Kyle Kelly Icelean Rosetta Joshua Caleb Craigo Lakesha Renee Lee Tiffany Lynn Rutherford Adain Michael Culver Scott David Letts William K. Salter Rachel Suzanne Linville Sheri Lynnette Saunders 
Jacob John Sekel Robert W. Shields Jennifer Ann Short Megan E. Skanes Leanna Faye Skarzinski Pamela Sue Slone Edward Lee Slusher, Jr. Trina G. Smith Sara Elizabeth Spenia Kristi Nicole Stanley Crystal Nicole Stephens Patrick Austin Stewart Rachel Alicia Strawder Jodie Lee Switzer Katherine L. Thaxton Ronald Keith Thomas Lorisa Kay Thompson Terry Dewayne Thompson Meghan Elizabeth Thom Carla Ann Tracy Cristie Renay Trent Katie D. Vass Adam C. Watson Audrey Weaver Jeremy John-Alan Wellman Mallory Sue Wells Jamie Lee Wilcox Amanda Lauren Williams Eric Jerome Witcher Rhonda Jo Wood Rebecca L. Young Bachelor of Science Jeremiah Joseph McCoy 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 
Bachelor of Arts Ambria Monique Adkins Shawn Ryan Boytek Mary Heather Brooks Courtney Russell Chatfield Justin Allen Eaches Courtney M. Kacenga Heather Anne Kuhn Milla Marianne Kuurto Rachael Jillian Rinehart Tara Leigh Rogar Jennifer L. Shiflett James R. Skinner William George Smalls Christopher D. Thompson Leigh A. Wintter Adam Leon Zimmerman Tyson Craig Zirk 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 
Bachelor of Arts Christina Joy Campbell Meghan Noel Christian Kinglsey Allen Clark Samantha Brooke Dowdy Christina D. Frye Christopher Allen McKenzie Natalie 0. Osborne Tabetha Leaann Peros Philip David Sexauer Bachelor of Science Christopher James Adkins 
23 
24 College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Christina Murphy, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 ·Bachelor of ArtsCarl Allen AdkinsStacy Jo AdkinsTiffany Faye AmickBrandy Rae ArtripAnthony Ryan BarathAmy Christine BeanChristina Renee BelcherKelli Denise BelcherDavina Monique BellMichael Scott BeverageJames Timothy BinderAdam Joseph BlackSara BlevinsLakeisha Mercedes BoydSean Eric BoydChristopher Ryne BrewerLindsey Nicole BruntyAnna Christina BryantCaitlin Mae BurgessStephanie Natashia BurkesJohnathan Martin BuxtonAdam Loren CampbellLea Ann CaplingerMarie B. CasneAimee Alisa CastoSamantha L. ChapmanAlexandra Hope ChristianJoshua Alan ClarkAshley Dawn ColemanKellie G. CoreyGeoffrey Aaron CullopCasey Milton CunninghamHeather Marie CyfersRebecca Garrett CyrusAdam Timothy DavisJanessa Lynn DavisCara Laree DawsonMichael Craig DeHavenDavid A. DeblecourtJoab Allan DellingerJames Derek DevinePaul J erid DickClyde W. DolinTrena Gale Douglas Jamie Lee Dunkle Jeremy James Dye Anisa Nicole Dye-Hale Janice L. Edmonds Emily McDaris Edmonson Kristina Dawn Elliott Quincy Maurice Enoch Joe Michael Fincham Emily Adair Fisk Joseph E. Flanagan Linsay Nicole Foster Aaron-Michael Fox Ashley Nicole Gatens Kala Dawn Golden Leah T. Green Rachel LeAnne Greene Kendra Nicole Greer Joshua Mark Grimmett Jessica Marie Hamilton Debra Kay Hammond Sarah E. Hansen Allyson Rae Hatcher Jeremy D. Hazelett Patrick William Hensley Andrew S. Henson William Alejandro Holland Michael Stephen Hruska Charles Franklin Hubbard Savannah LeeAnn Hull Kristina Michele Isaacs Modupe C. Ishola Andrew Graham J agtiani Timothy Lewis Jamison Michelle Rae Johnson Joseph C. Johnston Jessica Layne Jones Mason Ray Keefer Mary Elisabeth Kees Samantha T. Kessler Adam Merrill Kidd Peter Michael Kilkenny Elizabeth A. Kilver Meridith Brooke Kiyosue Justin Patrick Knabb Stephanie N. Knight Brandon J. Knotts Tiniza Li Koone William Kenton Kuhn Joe F. Laber Brittany LeAnn Lacy Daniel Steven Lang Kathryn Suzanne Lavender Erin Misty Lilly Adam Robert Lindell Nicole Renee Logan Michael Donavon Lowe Sijia Ma Justin Michael Matney Brian Michael Matthews Santana Maria Maynard Richard A. McComas Ryan Walter McCuskey Carissa Nicole McKee Leslie Ann McNemar Ashley Nicole Miner Daniel R. Mistich Jessica Lee Moore Dustin Eaton Moraczewski Kathryn Anne Mullarky Dustin T. Mullins Michael Francis Murphy Mary Amanda Muth Brandon D. Nida Stephanie Marie Norris Joshua D. Parsons Kyle Stuart Partin Charles B. Patrick Lisa Nicole Pauley Lucinda Marie Pauley Jadwiga Pawlik LeAna Marie Paxson Mark Anthony Perry, II Mary Christine Petrany Brittany Leigh Pettay Ashleigh Ryann Petts Beth Allison Phillips Sarah Loving Posin Matthew Stephen Preece Jennifer Brooke Pritchard Alan L. Pritt Meggan Brittany Reed Brandon Ellis Reese 
Kirsten Maria Rhodes Matthew S Richards Jerri L. Riggleman Richard Kevin Russell Lugene Carol Saunders Lesheana Danielle Sawyers Stephen Lee Sayre Charles D. Searls Jacob Shane Sellers John P. Shaffer Michael Vaughn Sheppard Jacquelynn Kimberly Sherman Reshundra J. Smiley Cathy Darlene Smith Elizabeth Kim Smith Stephanie Marie Smith Clarence Edward Stanfield, Jr. Tanya Fallon Stephens Robert Andrew Stewart Stuart Norman George Swope Joshua E. Taylor Lori Lynette Terango Andrew D. Toney Stephen M. Velott LyRonda Marie Ventura Melanie Anne Wade Jenna Suzanne Walker James Morrow Wallace Eric Daniel Walls Toby Allen Ward Jason Ryan Weaver Lucas Andrew Weir Pamela Sue Wells Thomas Jefferson West Brittany D'Nique Westfall Ashley L. White Nicole Danielle Whiting Shannon Michele Wood Trevor John Wylie 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Arts Miranda Nicole Freeman Jillian Leigh Peatross Seth Steven Gaskins Emily Sue Reynolds Pamela Denise Akers Rosanna Rae Haught Chad William Riedel Mishari Fayez Al-Jassim Kristen M. Huff Ryan Scott Sarver Benjamin Leroy Balding Erin Marie Jasin Molly Don Shato Matthew G. Provance Barnes Jansen David Jeffrey Christopher Dale Sidebottom Neil K. Bartkowski Ryan James Jones Hank Stephen Smith William Justin Beckner Matthew Craig Kellar Courtney Brook Sprinks Judy Ann Berry Sarah Elizabeth Kern Mark Daniel Spradlin Kaila Blair Melissa S. Lake Joshua David Stump Michael David Bragg Jaclyn Michelle Luton Tabitha Margo Surface Bryan Rory Brown Justin B. Mace Clifford R. Thacker Polly Rachael Brown Ami Lee McGinnis Jeanette Renee Tourville Caitlin Laurel Campbell Timothy Michael Melvin Stephanie Elaine Wemm Benjamin Way Childers Christopher Bryson Meyers Shannon N. Wicks Patricia Jean Cline Elijah Oliver Miller Nicole Denise Williams Christopher M. Crytzer Michael Edmund Nolan Jennifer Susan Witt Adrian Fredrick James Davis Christopher Lee Nutter Thea Nicole Wooten Christopher Lee Davis Shannon Marie Obarski Charlton Wesley Yingling James Bert Fisher Brandice Charese Parker Robert Lee Fisher, II Laura B. Peard 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 Bachelor of Arts Gina Michele Brumfield Christopher J. Cendana Carol Ann Christman Joseph C. Ciccarelli James Henry Clagg Joshua Lee Clark Adam Edward Evans Collier Erica Lavonne Davis Kristin Marie Dudley Carole Nichole Erwin Jason B. Grimmett Michele Shanel Hagan Jeremy Scott Hicks Paul Andrew Hughart Priscilla Yvone Jantuah Kendra L. Knapp Sean S. McDaniel Jennifer Marie Miller James Richard Nibert Crystal Chavon Nichols Joshua Stephen Nield Sharon Maria Reynolds Jason McKinley Ritchie Leon P. Smith 25 
26 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 
Bachelor of Arts Angella Nicole Anderson Matthew James Bernacki James Cloyd Blankenship Marsha Abigail Bryant Stephanie Ann Cremeans Da'Neisha Lynnette Garrett Karissa Samone Hanshaw Bradley A. Hylton Syn Gordon McBryde Ashley Lynn Mitchell Ryan Michael Mullen Crista N. Nezhni Ashley Faye Polo Andrea E. Robinette Jessica Lea Skaggs Krista Lea Wilmoth 
College of Business Candidates presented by Paul J. Uselding ,  Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Bachelor of Business Administration Laura Diane Adams Cathy Jo Fincham Patrick Bernard McBurney Damola A. Asafa Justin Gregory Fisher Aaron Lee McCallister Honora Mary Bankert Marc Allen Fizer William Marshall McDaniel Matthew Andrew Barger Jennifer Carol Flook Brandon Kent McDonald Beverly M. Bays Kevin M. Forget Nathan Marc Merritt Brandon Marc Beacom Arianna Omara Galati Zachary Robert Miles Ryan Belcher Timothy R. Gladis Matthew Lawrence Moore Jim Henry Black Laura Graf Valerie A. Moore Betsy Elaine Blatt Steven L. Grindstaff Adam Michael Morris Aerial Sue Bledsoe Mark Patrick Hafertepen Sean E. Moses Karen Ellen Blickley Nathan Moore Hamilton Joy Cherice Mullens Melissa Bracamontes Samuel Houston Hampton Byron Thomas Murrell Delea Lynn Broughton James David Harper Adam William Myers Drew Patrick Bryan Lawrence Peyton Harris, III Jonathan Michael Nelson Sarah Marie Bryant Travis Lee Harry Thanh Thi Hoai Nguyen Nichole Elizabeth Bullock Thomas James Hedrick Zachary E. Nichols Holly Jo Burns Jillian Kay Heeren David James Niedfeldt Brandon Arthur Byrnes Andrew J. Heighton Nicholas Robert Oldaker Erin Leigh Campbell Elizabeth Ann Hensley Jessica Lynn Oliver Christopher D. Carte Meagan Rae Hilgendorf Lorri Kristen Ooten Lavar Dimone Carter Rachel Elizabeth Hill Beverly D. Pauley Tiffany D. Carter Ryan Duncan Hill Christopher Duane Pauley David Lee Castle Jeffrey Lawrence Hoppe Christopher Edward Peak Christopher M. Childers Jeffrey Alan Howard Christopher Randolph Pizzino Marco P. Cipriani Lindsay Hoyer Hughes Scottie Ray Prichard Caroline Hoback Clark Michelle Lea Hunter Lisa Ann Pritchard Matthew T. Clark Michael Joseph Jenkins Carl Jackson Proffitt Matthew Coco Christopher Neil Johnson Matthew Stephen Reed Jamie Lynn Cook Jessica Sarah Johnson Raymond Gabriel Rushden Chantel Jewel Cooper Jason Daniel Jones Brett A. Salmons Brian Patrick Cox Jason Charles Kaminski Benjamin Morgan Sandy Christopher Scott Cummings Britani Nichole Keeney Melissa Jo Sayre Amber Nicole Curfman Erin Michelle Kelley Christopher Lee Schafer Katelyn Nina Cushman Robert Richard Kohl Jr. James T. Schneider Trista Jo Davis Henri Ransford Laguerre Emily Ruth Schoen Scott Davison Melissa Ann Lauer Claire Jordan Sellards Rachel Brooke DeHaven Trina K. Leffingwell Thomas Scott Shadd Timothy E. Diamond Maisie Lynn Leftwich Lindsey Beth Singleton Adam Berg Dobies _Sarah Jane Lynch Samantha J. Sloan Nathan Joseph Dominik Clifton Thomas Manns Andrew J. Smith Darrel B. Dorsey, Jr. Ashley Dawn Marcum Gifty Abena Smith Jacob Ross Eddy Jenna Renee Marker Emily Michelle Springer Nicholas Charles Eirschele Beverly Anne Maynard James Zachary Spurlock Jonathan Michael Endres Brent Jeffrey Maynard Brian L. Stanley 
27 
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Sharon Darlene Stapleton 
Scott David Strcula 
Emily C. Streets 
Erika Laura Strimer 
Jessica W. Taylor 
Tiffani J. Taylor 
Stephanie Michelle Thorpe 
Brandon Michael Tolliver 
Sarah Jane Tucker 
Ashley Nicole Turner 
Bradley James Twohig 
Micah Cain Veres 
David Eugene Wallace 
Teri Michelle Wells 
Patrick Lee Western 
Tessa Marie White 
Luke D. Whitlatch 
Stuart Pierson Wiley 
Bruce L. Williams 
Stephen M. Wilson 
Charles Coleman Woodard 
Nicholette NaShay Woody 
Daniel Keith Workman 
Sarah Kay Workman 
Bilal Yesuf 
Jinhua Yuan 
Katrina M. Zell 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Charles Alfred Adkins Bryan William Jefferson Andrew Ryan Pyles 
James C. Bays Alberta Alexandria Jenkins Veronica Rose Ralston 
Eric B. Blake Christopher John Koutsavlis Lee E. Ramey 
Christen Renee Bland Paul M. Kruszynski Christopher Albert Randolph 
Bradley Alan Boley Sara Anne Kutzlo Akia Chea Rice 
Matthew T. Bonar Megan A. Larch Laura Kelly Richter 
Jessica Dawn Boston Claudio Miguel Lenardis Allen Edward Rushden 
Michael Glen Bourassa Faith Ann Leonard Thomas Beau Sang 
Fredrick Justin Brown Stephen Brent Mason Joseph Adam Sanger 
Larry Ernest Bryant Adam M. Maxey Marisa Linette Sariwatta 
Thao Thi Phuong Bui Carrie Emily McClung Allison Lynn Shortall 
Sheena Michelle Caron Chad Steven McComas April L. Simpson 
Beauhohm Daeng Jeffrey Daniel McCoy Jeremy Charles Slone 
Matthew Stephen DeMaria Martin L. McKnight Brandan Lee Smith 
David Dinklocker Michael S. Misiti Fredrick Anthony Sowards 
Andrew J. Drain Kristin Leigh Neal Drew M. Spiker 
Jenna Lee Frankenfield Ricky Paul Nelson Teffany Dawn Stamper 
Jeremy Grant Frazie Ryan P. Nolan Beth Anne Ulbrich 
Chelsie Marie Fulks Rick Edward Parsons Bradford Alan Wallace 
Kirk Benjamin Gibson Robert Blake Patterson Debra L. Wallace 
Staci L. Green Manda M. Pawelczyk Meghann Elizabeth Wallis 
Jessica Ann Griffy Velva Yolanda Pennington Jeremy Brian Walls 
April H. Harper Joseph Wayne Perdue Jr. Brittany Jade Wamsley 
Michael Thomas Hill Tara Michelle Perry Joseph Marc Weekley 
Verlie Lynn Hitchcock Christina Lynn Phillips Jieting Yang 
Jeremy Ryan Hunt Sara Kathleen Pringle Jeannie L. Yates 
Aaron Thomas Jamieson Heather Lynn Pyle 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Kenneth R. Adkins 
John Michael Alley 
Mark Christopher Brewster 
Kevin M. Damron 
Brandon M. Evans 
Justin Matthew Gee 
Chet A. Harless 
Brandon Lee Hatfield 
Roberta Anne Henry 
Bonnie Katherine Herndon 
Joseph Donovan Hylton 
Kathryn Elizabeth Jones 
Joshua William Kidd 
Rhea Brooke Kiser 
Allison Brooke McConnell 
Kevin Dale Mitzner 
Jennifer Lynn Morlachetta 
Xavier Antoinette Richards 
Sara B. Saville 
David Benjamin Shively 
David Cody Thacker 
Kaitlin Emily Whitley 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 Bachelor of Business Administration 
Kimberly Renee Adkins 
Evan J. Akers 
Rachel E. Ballard 
Craig A. Cole 
Brian L. Collins 
Justin Michael Morris 
Jeffrey Andrew Mount 
Elizabeth Rose Reinhardt 
Brett Alan Riffey 
Tara Starje Spaulding 
Mary-Morgan Wise 
Megan Renee Wojcik 
30 College of Science Candidates presented by Andrew Rogerson, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007Bachelor of Science Stephanie Lynn Achilles David R. Adkins Velvadena Lee Adkins Justin R. Angus Kimberly Ann Becker Kaitlin M. Bedekovich Tomi Maria Bergstrom Daniel Elijah Blair Karim Wayne Boukhemis Jessica Rae Brown Benjamin Matthew Burdine Monique Alexia Cameron Jason Scott Carter Martin Lee Chadwell Sara Lawson Chadwick Janie Lee Coe Heather Marie Collier Sean Elliott Collins Jeremy David Cumberledge Jennie Leigh Cummings Sean Daly Curtis D. Darst Bradley Ryan Davis Robert Tyler Dawson Jacqueline Christine Decker Danielle Maria Desser Obianuju Erinma Dike Michelle Donahoe Changsi Du Adam T. Ehlert Jessica L. England Katherine L. Erwin Kevin Maxell Ferguson Dominick Emmanuel Figueroa Earl M. Floresca Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Benjamin Mark Wilson Lisa Christine Fullen Steven-N. Oliver Jesamyn L. Fuscardo Rhiannon Lea Payne Danielle L. Gilmore Steven M. Peterson Jeremy Ryan Gonsowski Megan E. Pletka Robert R. Gorby Alicia Lynn Reed Daniel Elliott Gordon Harlan Conrad Reid Kristen M. Grinstead Charles Craig Rogers Brian Lee Grose Joseph Meir Rubin Roy R. Harmon Kevin Wayne Saunders Nathan Randall Hatfield Roberta Ann Seabolt Michael Chase Henderson Jennifer Renee Shingleton Beth Ann Henry Christine Elizabeth Shirey Marcus A. Herald Christopher Ryan Sink Joseph B. Hess David Patrick Snow Steven W. Howard Stephanie Lynn Snyder Megan Renee Johnson Devon Kline Somerville Andrea M. Jones David Matthew Sovie Jennifer Lee Kayser Linda Staley Courtney Lynn Kiser Julie Christine Stevens Dominador Lao Brandon Michael Stewart Justin Derek Lazaro Benjamin Joseph Stout Leanna Rae Lester Kristina M. Stover Meagan Elisabeth Lester Sarah Brennan Sullivan Matthew Wade Lucas Caitlin Nicole Swecker Timothy R. Lynch Adam P. Sweeney Rebecca Jean Manck Matthew Edgar Taylor Nicole Leigh Masey Shawn Richard Taylor Steven Lee Maynard Samantha Jo Thomas Megan Nicole McCoy Sonja Ann Triska Hannah D. McCullough Meredith J. Vance Eric Richard Merriam Megan Elizabeth Weber Michelle Brieana Mills Robert Garrett Wheeler Nitisha Mulpuri Jonathan Michael White Derek Homer Nash Matthew Raymond Young James Douglas Nichols Adam W. Nutter Ian Gray O'Conner 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Science 
Brian Abadir 
Raed Shaker Al-Shaikh 
John Nicholas Arose 
Allison Kay Beasley 
Matthew G. Beckett 
David M. Calebaugh 
Chelsea Beth Cavender 
Paul Colton Copley 
Nicolas Todd Dalton 
Sarah Lee Erwin 
Stormy Rene Gibson 
Adam Howard Grimmett 
Joshua Carl Grooms 
Christopher M. Hobt 
Amanda B. Justice 
Heather Nicole Light 
Bobbie A. Martin 
Zachary W. McCallister 
Janelle Lang McClure 
Travis Lee McDermott 
Elijah Oliver Miller 
Lindsay Ann Miller 
Koren Lee Moore 
William Michael Morrison 
Laurice M. Morton 
Adam James Mottesheard 
Carolyn Jannai Napier 
Adam M. Sholes 
Nicholas Michael Snider 
Morgan Emily Spears 
Ryan Arthur Strippel 
Carolyn Elaine Trader 
Shawn Michael Walls 
Jennifer Lynn Welch 
Jodi Michele Wilcox 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 Bachelor of Science 
Travis Glenn Bragg 
Kristy Joy Doyle 
Robert C. Gabordi 
Brett L. Grizzle 
James Travis Hill 
Wesley Alan Neal 
Michael R. Riffle 
Amy J. Sowards 
Zedmalia Diana Wolfe 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 Bachelor of Science 
Tara Danielle Annis 
Nathan A. Ball 
Jeremy N. Childers 
Emilee F. Dillon 
Salvador Raymond Djeukeng 
Stephanie D. Fazio 
Derek Steven Jefferson 
Kimlee P. Jones 
Erica Jean Roberts 
Joseph Daniel Vickers 
Lindsay Nicole Wimer 
31 
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College of Health Professions Candidates presented by Shortie McKinney, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Lauren Brittany Arthur Sara Jane Bailey Steven Michael Bane Crystal Nichole Beaver AmyM. Bias Jessica Erin Bias Ashley Nicole Blair Mary Elizabeth Blake Kristan N. Boggs Sarah Kathryn Boyles Katherine Susan Brisky · Gary Matthew BrownLora Leigh BrownJessica Marie BurnsideBrittany Dyan BuskirkMelissa Ellen CarterLindsay Annette CaseboltElizabeth Nora ChambersStephanie Dawn ChapmanLindsey Suzanne ClarkRachel Amanda ClineSara Nicole CopleyAmber Nicole CrockettAshley Renee CurryKatelyn Nina CushmanDanielle Jean DaileyJohn Edward DavisJetta Susanne DerasinCara Michelle Dials William Christopher Dressel Jessica M. Dutey Ashley Dawn Dye Ashley Nicole Epling Samantha Jayne Evans Kayla D. Farley Nicole Renea Finley Angel Michelle Foley Daniel Lee Fraley Devin J. Gallagher Kevin David Gladis Holly Frances Hager Jade Fallon Haney Jaclyn Leigh Heslop Teresa Lynn Higginbotham Delton Clarence Huffman Rivka Leah Jacobs Stephanie Lynn Jeans Erica Michelle Johnson Anita Lynn Knighton Amber Dawn Legg Stephanie Lauren Lloyd Katrina Jean Lynch Scarlett Lee Manchin Kimberly K. Mann Sandra Lou Martin Charity Krishelle Martinez Jennifer Anne McLaughlin Kristen Renee Meadows Bachelor of Science Alyssa Riccardi Falbo Jessica Marie Fisher Sara Beth Alvey Kimberly Nicole Fisher LaCrissa Jo Bellomy Pamela Michelle Ford Kathryn W. Cantrell Jacob A. Fredeking Whitney Nicole Casey-Heatherman Jenna Lee Gwinn Anthony Michael Cline Kayla Lynn Hargis Angel Marie Curry Catherine Whitney Hicks Lacie Danielle Deeds J illean Leigh Justice Kayleigh Marie Dye Holly N. McCallister Ryann L. Metheny Koral Ann Midkiff Michelle Leeann Morgan Shawna Marie Morris Melissa Anne Morrison Sarah IL Musick Eric B. Myers Kelly Jean Ohlinger Whitney Elizabeth Pinkerton Jessica K. Riffle Kendra Dion Riffle Sarah Katherine Roberts Jodi Renae Romer Christopher M. Rowe Amy Michelle Samples Alexandria L. Sargent Andrea Michelle Schirtzinger Tamara Jo Shortridge Ryan Christopher Slone Michael Austin Smith Nicole Ann Smith Stacy Amanda Smith Tabitha Jean Stefanov Andrea Nicole Tate Mona Lisa Templeton Kristin Ashley Ward Ashlee Marie Wilson Stephanie Nicole Woodall Angela Michelle McCune William R. Miller Emma L. Probst Meridith Jil Ramey Amanda Elizabeth Robinson Melissa Rae Stillwell Christopher Lewis Stout Megan Leigh Thacker Abigail Anne Warner 
Bachelor of Social Work Brandi Nicole Bailey Melissa Sue Bateman Nicole J. Battle Jessica Lea Green Sabrina A. Payne Mechelle Joyce Wood-Romero Wayne B. Worth Associate in Science in Nursing . Erin Raye Abbott Tanya Renee Adams Hillary Lucinda Adkins Angela Dawn Bailey Amy Lynn Ballentine Adrena Mae Beckett Angela Kay Beckett Abigail Christine Beres Nina N. Blankenship Ronika Lorraine Bompus Cindy Lynn Bowman Ashley Dawn Bratcher Brittany Megan Browning Jennifer Carol Brumfield Brandon Michael Buckner Candace June Burger Kaylyn Jo Burke Susan Rae Butcher Sadler Bernice Louise Campbell Elizabeth Anne Capron Cindy Elizabeth Carpenter Monica Jane Chandler Trudy Lynnette Clagg Jeremy Tyler Clay Victoria Lynn Cole Lisa Ann Cooke Jennifer Lynn Dawson Stacie L. Dejneka Christine Marguerite Divita Phoenix D. Dyer Ashlee Dawn Gallion Heather Nicole Gay Jamie Lynn Ginger Rikki Jo Goff William Howard Goff Chad Darnell Gould Cassandra Dawn Haga Pamela Ruth Hanna Jodi DeAnn Hayes William Joshua Hensley Illene Fay Henson Sarah E. Herbert Vanessa Jo Herrald Traci Leigh Hicks Jefferson E. Higginbotham Jana Nicole Holbert Christina Lynn Honaker Michael Wayne Hughart Julie Kay Hupp Stephanie Denise Jeffers Joshua Allen Jordan Filomena Marie Keaton Timothy Dale Kelly Tiffany Diane Kirby Christian Allen Marquess Charles Keith Martin Melanie Fay Meadows Heather Paige Moore Kristy Beth Moore Holly Anne Morning Paul Arthur Mudrak Hillary Anne Nordling Stacy Renae Pack Nichole P. Perry Renee Sue Porter John William Ransbottom Dawn Renee Reese Mary Lynn Reinhardt Misty Dawn Riggs Tamra Lynn Rose Joy Allison Rounds Chloe I. Shepherd Leigh Ann Simmons Mary Joan South Virginia Renee Spurlock Charity Faith Stamm Angela Annette Wagner William Patrick Wagoner Anna Curcio Ward Amy Nichole Weed Tiffany Beth Williams Kari Willa Wolfe Christopher David Woodruff Sarah Jane Yost 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Science Kathryn Ann O'Neal Thomas Matthew Stevens 33 
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Bachelor of Social Work 
April Shavonne Broun 
Kimberly N. Griffin 
Ashley Lynn Roggenkamp 
Kayla Marie Scott 
Vanessa Jo Thomas 
Leslie Anne Williams Associate in Applied Science 
Sherry Ann Napier Associate in Science in Nursing 
April Renee Carter 
Kara Danielle Gibson 
Rebecca Denise Kellogg 
Rhonda M. Means 
Stephanie Faye Preston 
Ashley N. Sammons 
Carrie Beth Sites 
Tracie Nicole Smith 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Shirley Ann Lambert 
Mary Margaret Russell Bachelor of Science 
Vallery Obetrice Rice Associate in Applied Science 
Carrie Lynn Alexander 
YuxingCao 
Jomo Rajheem Ervin 
Benjamin Adam Spencer 
College of Fine Arts Candidates presented by Donald Van Hom, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Bachelor of Fine Arts Jennifer R. Barager Jeremiah Morgan Bennett Kenneth R. Booth Sarah Rose Brinegar Donald Glen Brogan Warren Chadwick Broughton Kimberly Bennett Buetzow Krista Shawn Carter Charlotte Carol Clark Justin B. Cornell David Seth Cyfers Charles Ryan Davis Andrea Ciel Dippolito John P. Farley Miranda Leigh Fields Robert C. Hage Joshua Daniel Harshbarger Eric J. H j elms tad Steve Hughes Mika Kanai Rebekka Maria Kaupat Adrian Elizabeth Kirk Aleksandra Barbara Kraszpulska Christina Rene Majic Karah Lynn Markins Jennifer Rachel McDowell Tara Clista Murphy Tonya Faye Rayburn T heodore Arthur Rose, II Stephania Michelle Rovatsos Dominique Rose Sacco Autumn Christine Seavey Bethany G. Sharp David Ellsworth Shriver Jennifer E. Snead Adam Douglas Stephens Reagan Winslow Sweetser Julia Leoda Urban Erin M. White Jessica Nicole Wildman Christopher Blaine Wise 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Fine Arts Adrian Paige Blackstock Valerie Darlene Fincham Justin C. Gore Tara Rae Hamon Jennifer Holland Linn Daniel Ryan McQuade Donald Andrew Melton Angela Victorine Moore Kristin Rose Moore Amanda V. Roope Mark Alan Sariwatta Jordan Leigh Sheils 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 Bachelor of Fine Arts Eugene R. Crist Paul Matthew Harris Tiffany Dawn Kilgore Anna Michelle Southworth Rickey Lane Woodrum, II Eric Neil Zellers 
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Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Candidates presented by Donovan L. Combs, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Dalal lbrabim Al-Hodi 
Kelli S. Aluise 
James Andrew Baldwin 
Jessie May Beaver 
Brandon Lee Black 
Jamie L. Blankenship 
Gary Grant Bonnett, II 
Lori A. Booth 
Barry Branham 
Lesli Dionne Brooks 
Herbert Thomas Bullock, III 
Matthew Ray Callahan 
Joshua Drew Campbell 
Virginia Mae Campbell-Turner 
Joshua D Cassidy 
Jennifer Lynne Casto 
Carol Annette Chambers 
Jocelyn Rae Clark 
Michael Todd Cox 
Justin R. Dean 
Teresa Hope Dial 
Erin L. Douglas 
Danny Dean Edmunds 
Lisa Ann Estes 
Stephanie Denise Fizer 
James P. Fox 
Kelli Hammicks Frampton 
Deborah Sue Goheen 
Steve John Grzyb, Jr. 
Jayna G. Haffer 
Christopher Nicholas Harding 
Douglas Ray Harlow 
Holly Martin Jack 
Richard Leo Jarrell 
Andrew E. Johnson 
Shelina R. Johnson 
Laura Heather Kayser 
Curtis Raymond Keyes 
Melissa D. Kincaid 
Ashley Nichole Layman 
Jessica M. Macfarland 
Sabrina Dawn Manuel 
Charles Robert Mayhone 
Jason T McCoy 
Randall Lloyd McGill 
Yetta Sue Meadows 
Jamey Richelle Methax 
Carson William Miller 
Robert Michael Owen Miller 
Michael Tate Morgan 
Aaron Z. Morrison 
Cheryl Lynn Moses 
Nathan Bradley Mueller 
Katrina Sheree Muncy 
Ajah Dior Myers 
George Walter Neal 
Phyllis Dawn Newhouse 
Steven Dwight Painter 
Roshawnda Shena Parker 
Allison Nicole Payne 
Rebecca Ann Pinson 
Russell Raymond Pinson 
Metta Ellen Poindexter 
Cynthia Marie Preast 
Elaine Carol Prichard 
Jeanne Radler 
David Wayne Reed 
John Thomas Rembert 
Jason H. Ross 
Sherri L. Sanders 
Mary Alice Schubert 
Sarah Beth Schumacher 
Justin Oliver Scott 
Karal Elizabeth Seibel 
Kimberlee Jo Sharp 
Etenesh Alicia Shepherd 
John P. Slattery 
Nancy M. Slone 
Patsy Jane Stephenson 
William Boyce Swann, Jr. 
Micah Leigh Wood Thomas 
Mark Andrew Waid 
Joseph T. Waller 
Sarah Louise Walters 
Renae Michelle Ward 
Julie K. Watkins 
Scott Preston Webb, Jr. 
Jennifer Ann Wheeler 
Thomas L. White 
Leann Gail Whitt 
Cindy Marie Williams 
Jason Wade Williams 
Jacqueline L. Wininger 
Amy Lynn Wojtowicz 
Tiara Michelle Woods 
Erica Michelle Wright 
Taylan Yalniz 
Janice Marie Young-Peele 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Carrie Lynne Adkins 
David Ray Adkins 
Valerie A. Arment 
Mathew Thatcher Balenger 
Adam Joseph Ball 
Kenneth Brad Bevins 
Shawna Elizabeth Burnette Mary Ellen Cecil Aaron David Collins Marlene Ann Crawford Jesse A. Crouch Kimberly Dawn Cummings A. Duane Davis IIPeter DiaboMatthew Anthony DionneThomas Michael EdwardsJohn William ElliottWilliam Ray FanninMichael R FarrisMichael Dwayne FerrellHeather Renee FisherMatthew David ForteJacqueline Lane FryeMelissa C. GriffithDebra Kay GueJoseph David HammedJessica Elizabeth HansonKenneth Michael Hardway Robert McKee Harman Ashley Morgan Harris Steven Michael Heishman Sharley D'Lon Henderson Michael David Hill Craig Wesley Hundley Gary Lee Johnson Chae M. Journell Donita Michelle Kayser Joseph Alan Lambert Charles Sidney Levine Kevin Eugene Link Jason Daniel Little Betty Jean McDaniel Emily Sarah Moe Tamara Lynn Muche Jessica Lauren Nelson-Spensieri Melissa L. Nichol Deborah C. Pauley Jeanetta Marie Perry Claiborne Frank Peters L. Paul Pratt Angela Nichole Rayburn Kristi Donne Reeves Donna I. Roy Matthew Warren Sabin Tyler John Sayre Nicki Leigh Shaffer Yvonne Rachelle Shepherd Gregory A. Slone Crystal Dawn Smith Seth Webster Stanley Leslie Delaine Stevens Gary Lee Thacker Charlotte Irene Thornhill Joshua David Turley Patrick Jason Turley Bryon Keith Turner TeresaLynn Vickers Laura Christine White Michael Shane White Mary Charlene Woody David Gerard Wright 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Gregory Zachariah Botkins Mary Johanne Bradley Timothy Jacob Cogar Carrie A. Contraguerro Lonnie Lee Craddock Kirk Sheridan Gillenwater Melissa A. Jarrell John J. Kendell, III Paul Gregory Kittinger Jacqueline Ann Lewis Richard Clinton Patterson Jerry Michael Plummer Michele Dawn Rice Joseph R. Spurgeon 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Della Renee' Adkins John D. Akers Patricia Lee Baxter Leanne Marie Bradley Zachary Patrick Browning Joel Todd Burroughs Alicia B. Ellis Tuesday Janelle Farley Christopher Kent Fleming Brian Michael Greenlee Harold Michael Hall Brittany Nicole Huron Justin Blake Johnson Scott Eric Layman Ashley Orian McNeely Jason Hayes Miller Christopher Kyle Smith Jennifer L. Wilson Ying Zhang 
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Graduate College 
Candidates presented by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Education Specialist Sarah Beth Barber Cynthia E. Butcher Mathematics English 
Erica N. Abbott 
Tina W. Billmeyer Emily J. Beard Colleen Marie Caldwell 
AnnS. Dodd English Counseling 
Nadezhada Nickolayevna 
Jason D. Haught Marian J. Beckett Amanda Jeanne Carter 
Kelli A. Potoczny Special Education Counseling 
Carolee Suzanne Richards 
Holly Elaine Yoke Christy Dawn Bennett Christopher Colegrove Special Education Special Education Master of Arts Melissa Ann Boley Tamela Lee Cook Psychology Counseling 
Erica N. Abbott Counseling Victoria G. Boutwell Felicia Marie Corley Elementary Education Biological Sciences Counseling 
N ikie Ann Adams Tiffany Jane Bowes Erin Kiley Cottrill Psychology Counseling Counseling 
Clifton C. Adkins Gara Sue Bowley Rachel Jeanine Crawford Counseling Counseling Sociology 
Kristi Ann Adkins Molly Patricia Bowling Crystal B. Curtiss Leadership Studies Counseling Reading Education 
Tara Julianna Allman Bethany A. Brannon Amy Brooke Danford Sociology Special Education Political Science 
Crystal Ann Alt Julie R. Bright Shelley Lynan Daniel Special Education Counseling Special Education 
Aimee Kay Elizabeth Anderson Jennifer Renee Broadwater Harold F. Dawson Secondary Education Special Education Sociology 
Autumn Melinda Anderson Tami R. Brown Stephen C. Day Counseling Counseling History 
Ryan L. Angus Lorrie Page Broyles Olivia Anne De Weese English Secondary Education Special Education 
Kelsey Eugene Austin Jeremy James Brunty Stacey A. Denovchik History Special Education Geography 
Tina Louise Cowger Baker Brenda Joyce Burke-Cremeans Jerome Vincent DiBacco Political Science Humanities Counseling 
Connie Jean Dillon Charlene J. Frias Sarah Catherine High Special Education Secondary Education Special Education 
Kate Irwin Dillon Billie N. Fruit Kanako Hirao Counseling Counseling Special Education 
Kevin Lee Dingess Julia L. Games Stephanie A. Holstein Sociology Special Education Special Education 
Jennifer L. Dirting Jolynda Sue Gawthrop Wendy Leigh Hooten Elementary Education Political Science Counseling 
Danetta Calhoun Dolan Betty Gail Gay Meredith Lesley Hovious Special Education Art Elementary Education 
Ryan M. Donle_y Dorea Elizabeth Glance Claude Randal Hurst Sociology Counseling Special Education 
Chelsea Ann Dorsey Rebecca Anne Graham Walter Jaime Iriarte Counseling Counseling English 
Rachel E. Dozier Andrew Onellion Green Jeremy Y. Jarrell Psychology Political Science History 
Shannon Leigh Drown Derek Anthony Gresko Javon Maurice Jenkins Counseling Secondary Education Counseling 
Audrey J. Dunn Cassandra J. Halfm Euge11e M. Johnson Reading Education Special Education Counseling 
Bethany A. Dye Tia N. Harris Jessica Nicole Johnston History Counseling Leadership Studies 
Danielle Leigh Edwards Jason D. Haught Alicia J uncosa Special Education Elementary Education Humanities 
Suzanne Tracy Edwards .Karen Scott Hay Kira Anne Kearns Communication Studies Special Education Special Education 
Kevin Deloy Ellenberg Leah E. Haydu Jason Barry Keeling Sociology English Communication Studies 
Jenny Lyn Enochs Atalie Elizabeth Heath Shannon Lynn Kelly Special Education Special Education Counseling 
Sergio Correia Figueiredo Debra S. Helman Joseph S. Key English Special Education History 
Jerry M. Fox Michelle Te'Nisha Henley John H. Kirby Secondary Education Communication Studies Mathematics 
Ronda L. Franklin Rachnee Linda Henrie Hiroyuki Kobayashi Communication Studies Counseling Sociology 
Denise Rae Freeman Steven R. Hensley Francis J. Labounty Special Education Special Education Counseling 
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Staci M. Leech Denise M. Melko Matthew T. Purcell Art Special Education Political Science 
Jessica Michelle Linhart Robert Patrick Mellace Tara E. Putzulu Special Education Secondary Education Counseling 
Delia M. Loftis Jody L. Michael Donna Lynn Pyles Counseling Counseling Counseling 
Ellen Brooke Larish Angela Kay Milam Rhea Michelle Ramey Humanities Elementary Education English 
Kate Ellen Lowe Jackie Faye Moales Thomas Nolan Ratliff Reading Education Special Education Sociology 
Susan Lee Malinoski Courtney Layne Moore Benjamin Scott Rawlins Early Childhood Education Special Education History 
Michael Eric Maniskas Molly Evelyn Morrison Carolee Suzanne Richards Biological Sciences Special Education Elementary Education 
Sherry Ann Marcum Deborah Michael Mougaes Marion Elizabeth Richards Secondary Education Special Education Special Education 
Mark Thomas Martin Danita Michelle Mullins Michelle Maria Riffe Special Education Psychology Counseling 
Merena Marie Martin Donald Scott Nash Jamie L. Riggs Special Education Leadership Studies Counseling 
Matthew C. James Cecili Ann Nida Justin Ryan Ripley Sociology Secondary Education Secondary Education 
Kelli R. Kerbawy Shuko Nishi William Franklin Rookstool History Secondary Education Sociology 
Theresa Marie Koon Shannon Bright Noble Christopher Curtis Ross Special Education Special Education Communication Studies 
Hui Luo Dustin A. 0 Field Alexandria M. Rovatsos Mathematics Secondary Education Geography 
Samuel A. Mavrick Lori A. Oakland Patrick W. Ryan Secondary Education Special Education Psychology 
Billie J. May Shea W. Osborne Jamie Beth Samples Special Education Special Education Counseling 
Gregg SuzanneFerguson McAllister Susan K. Patrick Suzanne Rebecca Samples Counseling Political Science English 
Marsha Jo McAtee Nicole Rae Pramik Sara L. Schofield Counseling English Biological Sciences 
Melissa Brooke McComas Jessica L. Pressman Lori Anne Schoonmaker Elementary Education Counseling Counseling 
40 
Christine Ann Seger Kurstie Ann Strothers Virginia Caroline Young Humanities Counseling History 
Ricky I. Sharp Jennifer Ann Sturdivant Master of Arts Secondary Education Counseling 
Samatha H. Sharps Kumiko Takahashi 
in Journalism Counseling History Melanie Paige Chapman 
Clark Edward Davis 
Sarah Ann Shawver Jessica L. Taylor Season Ja'nan Calvert Martin Counseling English Sophie Adhiambo Okumu 
Alex M. Reed 
Donna M. Sines Kimberly Allara Thomas Carrie Lee Robey Counseling Special Education Valerie L. Spears 
Kristy Lynn Sisler Patrick Joseph Thomas Master of Arts Special Education Secondary Education 
Alicia Lynn Smith Charles Nicholas Thompson 
in Teaching Psychology Music Paula Elaine Beach 
Anne Mason Smith Melissa Dawn Thompson 
Sherry Jean Farkosh 
Anita Fay Friend Special Education Counseling Jeremy Ryan Full 
Cindy Jo Smith Mayumi Watanabe 
Timothy P. Hayes 
Charles Edward Henry Psychology Communication Studies Razzan Itani 
Jessica Renee Smith Charles M. Watson 
Sarah Ann Keener 
Arysta Nichelle McGill Psychology Sociology Melissa Dawn Mullins 
Megan A. Smith Pamela Kristi Whisner 
Benjamin Carey Owens 
Stephen Joshua Slone Art Music Christopher L. Wells 
Pamela Sue Smith Carolyn Beth Winkler Reading Education Reading Education Master of Business 
Sandra E. Spears Cynthia Louise Woody Administration Special Education Counseling 
Marsha Maria Stacy Lori Ann Wright Julie R. Bennett 
Kevin M. Buchinski Special Education Counseling 
Eric B. Clark 
April D. Stevens Jamie Lyn Wright-Green Stephen Jason Fraley Special Education Counseling Man Minh Le 
Yen Hai Le 
Megan Elaine Stiltner Jerry R. Wyant WeidongLiu History Special Education Malory S. Morgan Jennifer Lynn Neal 
Heather Anne Stirewalt Kayoko Yamauchi Dung Anh Nguyen Humanities Secondary Education Ha Due Nguyen 
Thao Thi Thu Nguyen 
Linda Jean Stockton Adam Joseph Yates Thu Ngoc Thien Nguyen Counseling Secondary Education Tony C. Petry Jennifer Lee Porter 
Tambria Elizabeth Stowers Holly Elaine Yoke Thu Minh To Reading Education Elementary Education Jessie M. Wilson 
David Raymond Wilt 
41 
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Master of Science Ezana D. Aimero Adult and Technical Education Abdulrahman lbraheem Aljahli Adult and Technical Education John J. Alkire Information Systems Shinichi Asano Biological Sciences Charles J. Ayers Information Systems Elizabeth Anne Ayers Health Care Administration Jacqueline L. Babich Sport Administration Jennifer Gayle Bailey Criminal Justice Timothy Earl Baldwin Biological Sciences Stephen Hart Balko Environmental Science Christopher C. Barry Biological Sciences Deana L. Barton Adult and Technical Education Jason David Batchelor Chemistry Jamie Nichole Baughan Health Care Administration Melissa Allison Beal Forensic Science Elizabeth Ann Benton Adult and Technical Education Matthew Steven Bess Exercise Science Jessica Marie Bland Exercise Science Tristan John Bond Biological Sciences Christopher Jason Boner Exercise Science Mahmoud Ali Bouassida Adult and Technical Education Kimberly Ann Bousa Communication Disorders Justin Michael Brewer Exercise Science Michael S. Brewer Biological Sciences Jennifer R. Brown Communication Disorders Timothy John Buches Information Systems Eric Martin Burkholder Safety David Wayne Butler Environmental Science Issaia Jerome Butler Adult and Technical Education Tiffany Amber Cain Adult and Technical Education Nathan A. Carder Health Care Administration Fung Chan Biological Sciences Soma Chanda Biological Sciences Geneleen Ningy Chou Biological Sciences Amy D. Christen Forensic Science Mark A. Clay Adult and Technical Education Vicki Jo Cole Adult and Technical Education Andrea Michelle Conley Industrial and Employee Relations Adam B. Cottrell Physical Science John Matthew Cummings Health Care Administration Rachel Leigh Demara Forensic Science Stacey A. Denovchik Physical Science Stanley Lee Dixon Information Systems Emily Hope Doerger Forensic Science David M. Dunn Health Care Administration Darby Janelle Dunnagan Sport Administration Thuy An Duong Human Resource Management Nathan Charles Eisinger Technology Management Thomas Raymond Elliott Adult and Technical Education Lindsay Shea Ellis Communication Disorders Basra Fakhir Adult and Technical Education April Nicole Ferguson Exercise Science Galina Fet Physical Science Ashley R. Fisher Biological Science Andrew Alan Fledderjohann Sport Administration Megan Michelle Fletcher Forensic Science 
James Edward Front Robert A. Heuer John M. King Criminal Justice Sport Administration Physical Science Tomoyo Furuta Holly Sue Higgins Paula Louise King Adult and Technical Education Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Angela Leigh Garvin Tammy Renee Holman Richard Vernon Knight Forensic Science Health Care Administration Exercise Science Henok M. Gebrehiwot Jill Elizabeth Horton Audrey Ann Kocher Adult and Technical Education Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education Megan E. Geers Amanda K. Hudnall Diane E. Lane Health and Physical Education Criminal Justice Industrial and Employee Relations David A. Gilbert David Hurley Susan Dawn Leggett Information Systems Technology Management Adult and Technical Education Tonya N. Gillispie Rebecca Joy Hutchins Ashley Elaine LeMasters Human Resource Management Forensic Science Environmental Science Nancy Annett Godby Yun Heui Jeon Sara K. Lee Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Forensic Science Michael Arthur Goldsmith Yeong-Nam Jeong Christina A. Leedom Exercise Science Physical Science Criminal Justice Matthew Ryan- Graham Willie Damone Johnson Andrea Elaine Leslie Biological Sciences Sport Administration Family and Consumer Science Charles J. Griffith Curtis Turell Jones Kimberly B. Lewis Health Care Administration Physical Science Adult and Technical Education Sheng Yu Gui Marques D. Jones WenboLiang Information Systems Technology Management Human Resource Management Kasie A. Hall Sunil Kumar Kakarla Edward M. Logan Communication Disorders Biological Sciences Adult and Technical Education Amber Grayce Hambric Brian Jeffrey Karlet Autumn L. Lovejoy Communication Disorders Sport Administration Technology Management Rebekah Jane Harvey lkuyo Kawada Paul Alan Ludwig Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science Sarah Page Hauck Shuji Kawamitsu Bryan J. Makuch Sport Administration Environmental Science Sport Administration Mary Catherine Heaton Steven Conor Keitzer Adam Mathias Mann Forensic Science Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Marty Diane Henley Phuong T. Kieu Melissa Rose Mann Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences Lynne Susan Hess Anna Kimura Fred Robert Martin Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Safety 
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Courtney Ryan Maxey Rebekah Lynn Newman Craig E. Rife Exercise Science Exercise Science Geography 
Michael Patrick McCarriagher Lan Thi Ha Nguyen Jami Lyn Roach Forensic Science Human Resource Management Communication Disorders 
William I. McCollam Tinh Thi Thanh Nguyen Monica Marie Robinson Health Care Administration Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education 
Katherine Leigh McComas Stacey Renae Nickell Matthew Theodore Roe Communication Disorders Communication Disorders Forensic Science 
Michael D. McComas Debra R. Noles Parthasarathi Roy Environmental Science Technology Management Physical Science 
Deborah L. McGinnis Christopher Michael Nunn Benjamin James Schelling Technology Management Exercise Science Adult and Technical Education 
Matthew Dean McKinney Lana Marie Olson Kristy G. Sharp Exercise Science Sport Administration Environmental Science 
Heather Marie McMahon Brandon J. Orr Sushma Shrestha Criminal Justice Exercise Science Biological Sciences 
Eric Allen Miller Megan Erica Palko Geoffrey Drew Smith Environmental Science Forensic Science Biological Sciences 
Julie Diane Miller Jamie Marie Patton Misty Fawn Smith Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration Communication Disorders 
Kelly DeAnne Miller Corwlyn Allen Payne Nicholas E. Smith Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences 
Mindy D. Miller Daniela Christina Perez Stanton Robin Smith Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Kathi Jeanne Monroe Melissa Irene Perry Shannon Royer Sothen 
Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management 
Patricia Sue Moore Son Tuan Pham Charles Derek Springston Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science 
Carl C. Morris Brittany D. Poling Takehiro Taira Information Systems Criminal Justice Exercise Science 
Jill R. Mullen Bethany J. Price Reiko Tamura Communication Disorders Criminal Justice Adult and Technical Education 
Kristen N. Mulligan Bo Allen Pritts Jami Amanda Taylor Communication Disorders Criminal Justice Forensic Science 
Robin Elizabeth Mullins Jason C. Pyles Keith Allen Terry Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
Brian E. Nestor Brian K. Richards Charles B. T hompson English Physical Science Industrial and Employee Relations 
44 
Michelle Dawn Trickett Amanda C. Webb Master of Science Biological Sciences Forensic Science in Engineering Ryan C. Turley David Lambert Weber Sport Administration Environmental Science John David Blankenship Jimmy L. Tyson Luther R. White Adult and Technical Education Criminal Justice Master of Science Tam Thi Thanh Vo Emily Christine Whitlow in Nursing Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Lou Bernice Bartram Aaron Boyd Wagner Timothy Wilburn, Jr. Teresa Lynne Black Safety Adult and Technical Education Cynthia L. Bougher Chanin Brooke Boyle Brandon A. Walker Deborah G. Williams Maryanne Theresa Capp Physical Science Adult and Technical Education Amy D. Casto Catherine Ann Church Christal Michelle Walker Dawna Michelle Williamson Christina Lynn Davidson Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education Elizabeth Ann Dixon Jessica Dawn Hall Sean A. Walker Stephanie L. Willis Jennifer Sue Hess Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Stephanie Joy Hightower Jesse G. Huff Ian David Wallace Daniel James Wood Heather Jo Kay Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education Susan Lynne Maditz Virginia Pauline Nelson FeiWang Ashleigh Marie Woods Lisa M. Reynolds Human Resource Management Sport Administration Kelli Marie Sarver Mary Ellen Sizemore Ravi Ashok Wankhede Olivia M. Woody Nancy Gail Sizemore Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Courtney N. Slockett Allison Brooke St Clair Jacqueline Michelle Ward Chongjie Xue Crystal R. Taylor Dietetics Information Systems Melissa J. Taylor Rae Ellen Virgin Robert Nathan Warren Tolga Yalniz Jenine L. Ward Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Marsha Carole Williams Cassie Lynn Waters Christopher Harris Yandle Diana Sue Wright Biological Sciences Sport Administration 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Education Specialist Kimberly S. Cowley John E. Huxley Tona E. Zeitz 
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Master of Arts Pamela Coon Clark Karen Ann Greer Reading Education Reading Education 
Mina Moheb Arangeh 
Rachelle Jane Coffey ShawnK. Gue Counseling Psychology-Clinical Secondary Education 
Ana Cristina Baber 
Jennifer Lynn Conkle Haruka Hamaguchi Secondary Education Special Education Secondary Education 
Jeffrey A. Banton 
Emmett Gail Conner Jean Lee Hardman Reading Education Reading Education Counseling 
Jennifer Nicole Barber 
Angela Marie Crank Joyce Stevens Harrah Reading Education Reading Education Secondary Education 
Judy Faye Barker 
Kellie L. Crawford Amy Rae Harrison Counseling Elementary Education Reading Education 
Andrea Renea Barr 
Amanda Jean Dethman Elizabeth Catherine Hayes Reading Education Biological Sciences Reading Education 
Robin L. Beamer 
Kezia J. Douglass Crystal Marie Hedrick Reading Education Reading Education Psychology-Clinical 
Lisa Conley Boggess 
Jill Renea Dunlap James Walter Higginbotham Counseling Special Education Secondary Education 
Jennifer Lynn Boggs 
Chandra Karine Ely Sabrina Lynn Hill Reading Education History English 
Kelly Ann Bosgraf 
Traci Sue Evans Melanie Dawn Hope Reading Education Humanities Reading Education 
Candace Ann Bowles 
Cynthia Michele Evans-Blair Jennifer Shaundale Horton Reading Education Secondary Education Reading Education 
Matthew T. Bowling 
Meagan N. Farley Alexa Shields Iaquinto History Early Chilahood Education History 
Melissa Marie Browning 
Ruth C. Foster Teresa Lynn Inman Psychology Reading Education Reading Education 
Tma Lynn Bryant Melanie Rae Fugett Jennifer Nicole Jarrell Reading Education Political Science Counseling 
Ami Campbell 
Shawn E. Fultz Vicki S. Jeffrey Counseling Secondary Education Reading Education 
Michael N. Campbell 
Michelle A. Gilbert Stacy Denise Johnson Political Science Reading Education Reading Education 
Stacey Naugle Carlson 
Jennifer L. Goode Donna Bernice Kay Secondary Education Reading Education Reading Education 
Elizabeth S. Cecil 
Nicoletta A. Graziano Paul Wilson King Reading Education Reading Education Special Education 
46 ' 
Heather R. Kirkendoll Melissa Dawn Powers Benjamin P. Taylor Psychology Reading Education English 
Misty Annette Korkan Paul J. Puglisi Stephanie R. Thomas Reading Education Psychology-Clinical Reading Education 
Roger Allen Kome Amyl. Riley John Dailey Thompson, II Special Education Special Education Psychology 
Robin Lynn Lance Megan E. Rimmey-Bartlett Danielle Renee Turley Reading Education Psychology Communication Studies 
David B. Lawson Stacie D. Roach Phillip S. Turner Psychology-Clinical Counseling Communication Studies 
Lori M. Layfield Kristie Gail Rudmann Barclay L. Van Arsdale Reading Education Elementary Education Reading Education 
Melissa D. Layhew Karen R. Rutherford Kathy Denise VanHom Reading Education Reading Education Secondary Education 
Candace D. Layne Chad S. Sarrett Laura L. Via Counseling Special Education Reading Education 
Ami Rebecca Lester Debra Lynn Sheets Robert L. Vinson Reading Education Reading Education Counseling 
Kevin Heath Mangus Lesa Gatens Smith Bethany Lynn Watson Communication Studies Secondary Education Counseling 
Erika Lynn Mason Rastina Aileen Smith Cwayna L. Wayne Reading Education Elementary Education Counseling 
Fawna Marken Mc Williams Stephanie Jean Smith Joyce A. Webb Communication Studies Reading Education Elementary Education 
Marshall D. Merritt Kim Sovine Sharon L. Webb Counseling Secondary Education Communication Studies 
Jason E. Newsome Jennifer Hatten Spade Sheryl R. Webb Counseling Art Communication Studies 
Engin Ozat Lori Beth Staley Nikki M. Webster Communication Studies Elementary Education Reading Education 
Jill Lester Perez Teri R. Steele John V. Wilkerson Counseling Reading Education Special Education 
Rebecca Addie Pettry Sarah J. Sturm Jack B. Williams Reading Education Psychology-Clinical Counseling 
Elizabeth A. Phillips Kay Haynes Sudduth Scott Anthony Williams Counseling Reading Education Secondary Education 
Michael Joseph Piziak Dianna Nicole Summerfield Stephanie L. Williams Secondary Education Reading Education Reading Education 
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Christopher Robin Judson Worth Pamela Dawn Latocha Edward Douglas Clark Art Jamie Michelle Maynard Adult and Technical Education Eric Glen Miller Lori L. Zachwieja Shawn Patrick Milligan Rachel Lynn Collins Art Cara Carpenter Morkert Human Resource Management David Patrick Newell Thanh Trung Nguyen Kevin Conlogue Master of Arts Mary Elizabeth Ross Exercise Science Yong Hyeub Shin in Journalism Chinapath Singhapan Jessica Lee Corker Jing Tang Industrial and Employee Relations Christopher M. Anastasia Tuan Hoang Anh Tran Brooke Rachelle Ash Amanda J. Valentine Cameron Lee Davidson Terry Headley Lori Beth Vealey Exercise Science Kristen L. Petersen Sara Elizabeth White Nam Van Do Adult and Technical Education Master of Science Master of Arts Angela Lynn Dolin in Teaching Reginald D. Adams Safety Adult and Technical Education Lora D. Bennett Thanh Chi Duong John D. Bird Pamela J. Alcala Human Resource Management Jason D. Brick Adult and Technical Education Carolyn Jane Buzbee Jamie D. Farley Joyce P. Carte Darrell Marvin Ashworth Safety Henry Corbett Dillon Technology Management Rachel Rebecca Eades Robert Christian Fernatt Kelli LeAnn Epling George Anderson Barker Technology Management Cindy Sue Kipps Health Care Administration Johathan R. Loyd Matthew Arnold Ford David L. Rutherford Ashley B. Barnard Environmental Science Brandon Shaw Seigler Sport Administration Jason K. Smith Ira Shawn Fraley Stephen R. Stapleton Polina A. Blair Communication Disorders Casey Todd Vick Health Care Administration Janna Rae Williams Thabo B. Gcwabaza Karri B. Britt Chemistry Exercise Science Master of Business Godfred K. Gonuh Nicole E. Brock Adult and Technical Education Administration Sport Administration Maria N. Gray Erin Suzanne Boggs Doye A. Byrd Physical Science Suzeth Ann Bond Sport Administration Jeffrey A. Chapman Suzanne Grech Rachel Lynn Collins Andrea Suzette Callison Sport Administration Christina L. Conner Human Resource Management Elizabeth A. Cooper Larry Edward Gue Joyce Lynn Enoff Cynthia Lynn Canterberry Adult and Technical Education Mariam Gogebashvili Adult and Technical Education William D. Hall Anh Thi Quynh Ha Nathan M. Hinshaw Samantha Lea Carey Health Care Administration Joseph P. Kessler Health Care Administration Matthew B. Kisling Tina Louise Hawley Elena Kondratovich Deborah Anne Clark Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education 
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Curtis R. Head Randy M. LeMaster Dibesh Shrestha Health and Physical Education Health Care Administration Information Systems Evan B. Hedrick Sabrina Kristyn Lee Mary Patrice Startler Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration Mary Ann Holliday David Jesse Matics Michele Ann Vance Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Karen Jean Horner Huyen Thi Thu Nguyen Angela Renee Williamson Adult and Technical Education Human Resource Management Safety Michael Joseph Hughes Son Kim Nguyen Dana D. Wright Physical Science Technology Management Exercise Science Cassandra Ann Judge Daniel K. Nicholson Ting-yi Wu Adult and Technical Education Industrial and Employee Relations Adult and Technical Education Steven Douglas Kaylor, Jr. Christian Hugo Perez Michael Joseph Wyllie Biological Sciences Technology Management Physical Science William Joseph Keister Amy L. Poetker Master of Science Adult and Technical Education Dietetics Mike Albert Klingaman Gary N. Potter in Engineering Environmental Science Adult and Technical Education Patrick Alan Taylor Kyle David Koch Gordon L. Pugh Engineering Sport Administration Technology Management Sarah Marie Pasco Kunkel Kelli Lyn Raines Master of Science Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education in Nursing Kimberly Dawn Lawson-Murphy Tamara Lynn Reynolds Margaret Michelle Baker Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Rosita Lynn Briggs Jhoanna Nathalie Lazaballet Edward Randall Rutledge Lori Ann Cremeans Lora Nell Cruz Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science Gloria Jean Krass Linh My Le Mark Christopher Sawyer Pamela Lynn Lewis Adult and Technical Education Safety Hermiety Jo Van Laar 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 
Education Specialist Debra K. Baker Larry G. Lester 
Master of Arts Allison Marie Allbritton Secondary Education 49 
Mary W. Alltop Jamie Michelle Dunbar Cynthia Dawn Kent-Nolan Counseling Counseling Psychology 
Marie Helen Bias Jodi Michelle Eggleton Amanda Kristen Knapp Special Education Elementary Education Secondary Education 
Kerry Lynn Bocook Jennifer R. Elam Alyssa 'Kay Lawson Elementary Education Special Education Reading Education 
Bethana Faye Brewer Linda K. Emelkina Carol Ann Lewis Secondary Education Reading Education Counseling 
Timothy Scott Brown Aaron Matthew Farley Elizabeth Mary Lincoln Leadership Studies Psychology-Clinical Special Education 
Yuvonne D. Brown Heather Denise Fitzpatrick Rebecca Lynn Long Leadership Studies Elementary Education Communication Studies 
Leann Frey Burke Amanda Leigh Fragile-Farmer Melissa Sue Lovejoy Elementary Education Reading Education Leadership Studies 
Felicia Lynn Bush Magdalene Marie Fry Jennifer Renee McCallister Counseling English Reading Education 
Carol Anne Carroll Emily Ann Gilliam Cynthia Ann McClure Counseling English Counseling 
Robin Comer Chancey Otessa Yvette Greene Rebecca Katherine McComas Reading Education Counseling Special Education 
Nancy Jo Clark Anna Leslie Harmon Terri Vonne McConda Special Education Reading Education Counseling 
Brandy K. Cox Kara Sue Harrison Dennis Mark McGraw Reading Education Special Education Counseling 
Tamara L. Clay Crawley Danielle Renae Hemmings Dwayne Wright Merritt Reading Education Psychology Special Education 
Kathleen Cassandra Cutler Michael D. Higbee Julie Ann Midkiff English English Special Education 
- Grant Alexander Davis Sarah Katherine Hill Margaret Ann Miller Leadership Studies Counseling Elementary Education 
Bart Justin Demeter Sara Esther-Eileen Holley Vipavee Namsupak English Reading Education Communication Studies 
AnnS. Dodd Melissa Gail Hunt Mary Ann Patton Elementary Education Special Education Leadership Studies 
Melissa D. Doss Lee Roy Jones Amber Alena Pelaez Counseling Leadership Studies Psychology-Clinical 
Robert Stephen Drake Kelly M. Joyce Susan Smith Pelzel Psychology Counseling Special Education 
50 
Angelia L. Pemberton Special Education Katherine Alesia Phillips Counseling Shirlett Liston Phoenix Leadership Studies Jessica Bowling Pritchett Reading Education Alicia A. Profit Reading Education Molly Frances Rager Counseling Shannon Rae Rayburn Elementary Education Betty Mae Reynolds Counseling Tabitha Ann Richardson Reading Education Holly Lea Riley Secondary Education Mary Katherine Robie Reading Education Billy Jack Rutherford Psychology - ClinicalBrandi Dale Sanders Counseling Jennifer Tropello Smith Counseling Rhonda Renee Sneed Special Education Rebekah Kristen Stanley Special Education Angela Dea Stover Counseling Michael D. Taylor Counseling Teresa Gail Taylor Reading Education Brandi Renae Thompson Reading Education Charles Michael Towner Counseling Allison M. Tusing Reading Education April D. Watkins Psychology Diana Jean Wheeler Special Education Darin Ellsworth Willard Leadership Studies Shannon Dale Williams Psychology - ClinicalSarabeth Wilson English Rebecca Rae Woods Psychology - ClinicalMaster of Arts in J oumalism Kelli N. Lewis Master of Arts in Teaching Tiffany Anne Arnett John Eric Berry Jennifer Ann Cooke Daniele Dias Ferreira Virginia Adele Guynn Master of Business Administration Sayali Subhash Ethihaasci Barenkula Alpa M. Barot Sumedh Bodhi Amanda Maxine Bowen Kimberly K. Browning Sanjay Chanani Gunaranjan Singh Chauhan Bidipta Choudhury Michele Lynn Drazenovich Vikas Gopal Chandran Gurusankar Isaiah B. Haynie Michael D. Hill Amber L. Hooper Anusha J ambunathan Vinay Kamat Ashish Khare Sumit Ashok Kothari Ganesh K. Kumar Abhinandan Vasan Kunjali Minakshi Lal Aimee Nicole Lambert Hang Minh Le Gautham Mallikarjuna Swamy Kiruthika Manohar Abhinav Deepak Marathe Teena Shine Mathew Vinodh Mohan Dipankar Mohanty Urmila Murthy Tejaswini Nagaraja Rajkumari Kailasam Natrajan Mamatha Kumari Nayak Poornima Damodar Pai Sandeep Pete Ashwin Bhasker Rai Vijay Ramachandran J eyakrishna Raman Jennifer Michelle Hatcher Madhukar Bettadapura Ramu Rakesh Raveendran Samantha L. Hoover DeChantel B. Jenkins Veena Ravichandran Jan Allison Jordan S Sharat Chandra Reddy Stacy Anne Lindberg Mitali Madhusmita Sahoo Perry Buck McKay N alini Kumar Sarkar Britt Wilson Sherman Vinayaka Sethuram Aadil Shaah Deepti Shankar Jha Shushant Nilu Kumari Singh Piyush Solanki David N. Spudich Smriti Srivastava I I 51 
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Shankar Sthanumoorthy Christopher S. Davis Ramie M. Lipscomb Jeremy Ryan Thompson Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration Anita Narayanan Trikkadeeri Harish Kumas Vrindavan Venu- Anthony Todd Edwards Kimberly Ann Luff gopalan Nair Industrial and Employee Relations Health Care Administration Huy Quang Vu Kristin E. Warner Amy Florence Ellis Shawn D. Lusk Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration Master of Science Michael R. Esposito Zachary J. Marcum Information Systems Health Care Administration J imi Lin Adkins Michelle L. Evans Nadine J. McCrady Health Care Administration Health Care Administration Forensic Science Lindsay Taylor Adkins Cynthia D. Ezell Sherry Gail Miller Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Juliana Adedayo Akinsete Joseph L. Fowler Stephanie Lynn Morrison Biological Sciences Health Care Administration Health Care Administration Katery Emilia Alfaro Cevallos Jillian Kay Gainey Tam Thanh Nguyen Safety Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education Craig Edwards Anderson Vincent Mark George John Joseph Nilles Health and Physical Education Physical Science Information Systems Brooke Anne Baker Kara Leigh Hersman Lisa Marie Oliver Dietetics Communication Disorders Health Care Administration Andrea Elaine Beeson Sabrina L. Hudson Stephen Glenn Rafferty Communication Disorders Exercise Science Health Care Administration Jasper Nakia Black Susan M. Insco Donald Michael Roach Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders Health Care Administration Amy Renee Blankenship Abby A. Jarrett Danielle Nicole Salmons Environmental Science Health Care Administration Exercise Science Suzette E. Breeden Jamie Elizabeth Kellerman Julie Ann Sayre Adult and Technical Education Health and Physical Education Health Care Administration Shannon L. Cheek Elena Leonidovna Koroleva Kelley Rene Smith Health Care Administration Adult and Technical Education Dietetics Kathleen R. Cleary Brannon J. Krieg Kenneth Matthew Smith Health Care Administration Industrial and Employee Relations Health Care Administration Allison Elizabeth Cole Valerie D. Lambert Eric T. Spangler Exercise Science Health Care Administration Health Care Administration Sara Beth Cox Leslia L. LeMaster Stephanie Marie Spencer Health Care Administration Environmental Science Health Care Administration Kimi Date Julie Marie Lemon Shane E. Stockwell Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Health Care Administration 
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Benjamin David Stone Angela Leigh Weigle Roy E. Wills Exercise Science Health Care Administration Health Care Administration 
Amanda Jo Titus Erika J. Westfall Darah J. Wood Industrial and Employee Relations Health Care Administration Health and Physical Education 
David A. Trowbridge Amanda A. Wheeler Health Care Administration Health and Physical Education Master of Science 
Norma J. Truluck Cheryl A. Whipp in Engineering Industrial and Employee Relations Health Care Administration 
Courtney Jeneen Vinson David Williams 
Christopher Lopez Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Judy E. Wain Jillian N. Williams 
Master of Science Health Care Administration Exercise Science in Nursing 
Jeremiah Sean Walker Ketwan Teneshia Williamson Lanette Lewis Anderson Sport Administration Adult and Technical Education 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 Education Specialist Master of Arts Cheryl S. Livingston Communication Disorders 
Yuko Kasahara in Teaching Kristin Marie Norris 
Brianne Larisse Gilkerson Communication Disorders Master of Arts Katherine Aliese Orndorff 
Leann B. Chandler Master of Science Health and Physical Education Elementary Education 
Vincent L. Blanks Kara Melissa Rollins Adult and Technical Education Communication Disorders LeKesha V. Glover Secondary Education Jama'l Donell Chukueke Andres Felipe Victoria Orejuela Adult and Technical Education 
Melissa Dawn Lawrence Health and Physical Education Special Education 
Martin F. Gonnet 
Christina Leigh Watkins Communication Disorders 
Laura Lee Martin Adult and Technical Education Special Education Elli L. Yokochi 
Jason C. Hodges Exercise Science 
Tina Michelle Oliverio Forensic Science Counseling 
Christina Carole Johnson Master of Science 
Sherri D. Steele Biological Sciences in Nursing Counseling 
Cotteka Nichisha Johnson Margaret Michelle Baker 
Nicole Rae Whitt Biological Sciences Sherri Dawn Burleson Reading Education Amber Dawn Good 
April D. Keenan Barbara Jean Greenwood Biological Sciences Debra K. Hamerski 
Daryl Andrea Lewis 
Cheryl A. Pack 
Ruth Ann Sattler Adult and Technical Education Donna Marie Smyth 
Robin Denise Spencer 
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College of Information Technology 
and Engineering 
Candidates presented by Tony Szwilski, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Bachelor of Science 
Jeremy Scott Gilbert 
Michael Ray Hensley 
Jonathan Cody Jeffries 
Trista Jean Konya 
Joshua Ray Parsons 
Lawrence Edward Wright 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Science 
Erik Shane Cartwright 
Basil 0. Casey, II 
Adam Michael Frederick 
Daniel Ray Goodwin 
John K. Myers 
Zackery C. Parcell 
Jeffrey Justin Ray 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 Bachelor of Science 
PaulM. Cox 
Jered Thompson Hill 
West Virgi,nia University Institute 
of Technology_,Marshall University 
Cooperative Bachelor of Science in 
Civil E ngi,neering Degree 
Degrees conferred by Edward L. Robinson, Chairman, 
West Virginia University Institute of Technology Board of Advisors 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 West Virginia University Institute of Technology Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 
Shirley Lynn Adkins 
Stephen Williams Blood 
Angela M. Dial 
KennyL. Roy 
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School of Journalism 
and Mass Communications 
Candidates presented by Corley E Dennison III, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Bachelor of Arts 
Bradly A. Bader 
Amy Marie Boggs 
Angela D. Bradley 
Mathew Allen Crist 
Joshua A. Delung 
Christopher Franklin Dickson 
Jonathan Jay Forjone 
Theresa Marie Hoffman 
Corey Ann Ingram 
Whitney Nicole Jarrell 
Jennifer A. Kelly 
Kathryn Lynne Kemp 
Sarah Elizabeth Kemp 
Ermel Kirsten King 
Tiffany Lynn Linville 
Amanda Leigh LoFiego 
Shelby Rena Lucas 
Tori Lynn Marra 
Heather Nicole Martin 
Keely Ann Martin 
Veronica Christine Nett 
Ashlee Marie Nichol 
Krystle Danielle Nichols 
Zack K. Pettit 
James A. Plybum 
Krystal Faye Profitt 
Cynthia Brooke Schnably 
Meagan Elizabeth Sellards 
Karolyn Jo Sharp 
Jordan Miranda Smith 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Bachelor of Arts 
Christina Marie Amburgey 
Cara Ellen Bailey 
Jessica G. Dodd 
Carlie Nicole Hillman 
Kelly L. Holleran 
Shane Sheardon Irwin 
Renee Louise Krahn 
Meghan Marie Robateau 
Sikeetha Nichole Shepard 
Andrew P. Smith 
Mindy Dawn Snodgrass 
Grant David Traylor 
David Lewis Wilson 
Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 Bachelor of Arts 
Harriet Hayden Bracknell 
Thomas S. Fouch 
Ashley Nicole Nichols 
Erica R. Smith 
Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 Bachelor of Arts 
Landon Scott Johnson 
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Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine Doctor of Medicine degrees awarded Friday, May 4, 2007 during Investiture and Commencement Exercises at the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center. Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Doctor of Medicine Quartel-Ayne Amjad Joshua Dale Gibson Sanjay Stanley Masilamani Virginia Polytechnic Institute Marshall University Furman University and State University Charles A. Gilliland Shabbir Mansoor Matcheswalla Kristin Lynn Arthur Marshall University Virginia Polytechnic Institute Marshall University and State University Jeffrey Keith Harris William Jeffrey Callard Marshall University Michael Christopher Mondloch Hampden-Sydney College University of Montana Joshua Hode Hensley Janell Amy Chandler Marshall University Mary Elizabeth Muldoon Ohio Wesleyan University West Virginia University Laurel Adella Hensley Samantha Linn Cook Williams College Richard Patrick Mullin, III Marshall University West Virginia University Cyrus Christopher Heydarian Joshua Lee Dillon Emory University Justin Michael Nolte Marshall University Marshall University Lara Mae Hourani Elizabeth Anne Dovec Cedarville University John-Paul Pham Pennsylvania State University Marshall University Larry Dale Hutchison, Jr. Leila Ellen Duling Marshall University Donovan Thomas Price Marshall University West Virginia University Matthew Lawrence Jones Elke Fahrmann George Mason University Jeremy Scott Ramey Technical University Marshall University of Dresden, Germany Joseph Mark King Marshall University Adam Douglas Ritchie Paul Brent Ferguson Marshall University West Virginia Wesleyan College Jay Rasiklal Lakhani Transylvania University Christy Lynn Robinson Susan Lee Flesher Marshall University West Virginia University Candina Ranee Lamp Marietta College Rosemarie Anne Santos Andrea Lynne Fortunato Marshall University Marshall University Nicole Elizabeth Leedy West Virginia Wesleyan College Elizabeth Anne Saunders Nicole Yvonne Franklin Marshall University Marshall University 
Christopher Allen-Semder University of Kentucky 
Jay Allen Shepherd Marshall University 
Meagan Watts Shepherd Marshall University 
James Brandon Smith Marshall University Russell Owen Snyder West Virginia University Jane Wiseman Strader University of Kentucky Jason Shawhan Stratton University of Washington Lela Evelyn Taylor Fairmont State College David Paul Turley Auburn University George Christopher Willis Duke University 
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Graduate College 
West Virginia University ... Marshall University 
Cooperative Doctoral Program Degrees Conferred by Anne H. Nardi, Dean of the College of Human Resources and Education, West Virginia University 
Candidate for Degree May 5, 2007 Doctor of Education Carol Lynn Fugitt 
-- ----,--
Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program 
Degrees Conferred by Leonard J. Deutsch, Dean and Rudy D. Pauley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 5, 2007 Doctor of Education 
Donna Madeline Armstrong 
Cheryl Ann Belcher 
Monica Brooks 
Mary Kathryn Gould 
Jacqueline Ann McPeake 
David Lee Rodgers Doctor of Philosophy 
Jason E. Black 
Caroline N. Mills 
Sean Eric Thatcher Doctor of Psychology 
Tracy Lee LeGrow Doctor of Management Practice Nurse Anesthesia 
Kathryn E Newcome 
Cassandra Lois Taylor 
Nancy Louise Tierney 
Priscilla Joyce Perrine Walkup 
William Asa White, Jr. 
Degrees Granted December 12, 2006 Doctor of Education 
Danny Ray Cantrell 
Melanie S. Jones 
Sandra Lee Orr 
Carol Elaine Thom 
Mary Ann Thom 61 
I 
I 
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Doctor of Psychology 
Amanda Sue Adams Degrees Granted August 11, 2006 Doctor of Education 
Serena Lynn Starcher Doctor of Philosophy 
Marcus Vincent Temeus Degrees Granted July 7, 2006 Doctor of Philosophy 
Ava Caudill Dykes 
Michelle Lee Herdman Doctor of Psychology 
Donna Marie Midkiff The following students have successfully defended their dissertations and are on the tentative graduation lists for summer 2007 July 6, 2007 Doctor of Psychology 
Kimilee Yvonne Wilson August 10, 2007 Doctor of Psychology 
Adrienne Ann Bean 
Doctoral Dissertations 
May 2007 
Donna Madeline Armstrong 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Rudy Pauley 
A Case Study of the University of Pittsburgh at Bradford's Teacher Education Program 
Cheryl Ann Belcher 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Rudy Pauley 
A Description Analysis of the Perception and Use of Scientific Research-based Instruction Strategies Among West Virginia Teachers 
Monica Brooks 
Educational Leadership 
Dr. Dennis Anderson Organizational Leadership 
in Academic Libraries: Identifying Culture Types and Leadership Roles 
Mary Kathryn Gould 
Educational Leadership 
Dr. Linda Spatig Perceptions of Preceptor Training 
in the Dietetic Supervised Practice Experience 
Tracy Lee LeGrow 
PsyD 
Dr. Margaret Fish Access to Health Information and Health Care Decision Making of Women in a Rural Appalachian Community 
Jacqueline Ann McPeake 
Educational Leadership 
Dr. Teresa Eagle The Principalship: A Study of the Principal's Time on Task from 1960 to the Twenty-first Century Caroline N. Mills Biomedical Sciences Dr. Richard Niles The Expression and Function of PPAR and HIF in Human Melanoma David Lee Rodgers Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Rudy Pauley The Effect of High-Fidelity Manikin-Based Human Patient Simulation on Educational Outcomes in Advanced Cardiovascular Life Support Courses Sean Eric Thatcher -Biomedical Sciences Dr. Gary Wright MLCK/actin Interaction in the Contracting A7r5 Cell and Vascular Smooth Muscle December 2006 Amanda Sue Adams PsyD Dr. Margaret Fish Intimate Partner Violence and Rural Women Danny Ray Cantrell Educaational Leadership Dr. Powell Toth Allocation for Graduation - A Correlation Analysis ofInstitutional Education andGeneral Expenditures andSix-Year Graduation Rates atall Public, Four-Year or AboveDegree-Granting Colleges andUniversities Carol Lynn Fugitt Educational Leadership Dr. Michael Cunningham An Analysis of the Relationship Between Faculty Perception of Administrative Support and the Faculty Perceived Levels of Implementation of Good Teaching Practices in Distance Education Melanie S. Jones Educational Leadership Dr. Michael Galbraith Thinking Style Differences of Female College and University Presidents: A National Study Sandra Lee Orr Curriculum and Instruction Dr. Lisa Heaton A Study of West Virginia K-12 Teachers' Use of the Internet as a Professional and Instructional Tool Carol Elaine Thom Educational Leadership Dr. Ronald Childress A Comparison of the Effects of Mixed-Sex vs. Single-Sex Classes on Middle School Student Achievement Mary Ann Thom Educational Leadership Dr. Dennis Anderson Factors Present at Enrollment of College Freshman that Predict Placement in Development Courses at Select Private Institutions 
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64 Doctoral Dissertations August 2006 Serena Lynn Starcher Educational Leadership Dr. Teresa Eagle The Relationship Between Leadership Practices of Principals and Student Achievement Marcus Vincent Terneus Biomedical Sciences Dr. Monica Valentovic A Mechanistic Study of the Protective Effects of S­Adenosyl-L-Methionine Against Hepatotoxicity of Acetaminophen. July 2006 Ava Caudill Dykes Biomedical Sciences Dr. Gary Wright Diverse Roles of PKCalpha in Vascular Smooth Muscle Contraction Michelle Lee Herdman Biomedical Sciences Dr. Kelley Kiningham Thimerosal-I nduced N eurotoxicity: Apoptosis Occurs Through A Mitochodrial­Mediated Pathway via the JNK Signaling Pathway Donna Marie Midkiff PsyD Dr. Joe Wyatt The biologi,cal etiology of mental health disorders: Social influences and change potential of practitioners' belief The following students have successfully defended their dissertations and are on the tentative graduation lists for summer 2007. July 2007 Kimilee Yvonne Wilson PsyD Dr. Thomas Ellis The Effectiveness of Memory Training Programs in Improving the Subjective Memory Characteristics of Healthy Older Adults with Memory Complaints: A Meta-Analysis August 2007 Adrienne Ann Bean PsyD Dr. Marianna Linz Factors that Influence the Quantity of In-Home Services for Children 
Masters Theses 
May 2007 
Tara Allman 
Sociology 
Dr. Karen Simpkins An Analysis of The Stereotypes Of Preacher's Kids And Its Application On Their Spouses 
Shinichi Asano 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Eric Blough Aging influences multiple indices of oxidative stress in the heart of the Fischer 344/NNia X Brown Norway/NiNia rat 
Christopher Barry 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Charles Somerville Endocrine disruption as assessed via histopathology in smallmouth bass (Micropterus dolomieu) of the Upper Ohio River Basin 
Fung Chan 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Eric Blough Effect of Retinoic Acid on -catenin Transcriptional Activity in 
B 16 Mouse Melanoma Cells 
Rachel Crawford 
Sociology 
Dr. Nicholas Freidin An Analysis of Prehistoric Burials of the Snidow Site ( 46mcl) in Mercer County, WV 
Harold Dawson 
Sociology 
Dr. Richard Garnett The Commodification of Tragedy: A Critical Examination of Contemporary Film 
Stephen Day 
History 
Dr. Robert Sawrey An American Tragedy: The Story of the Prince Edward County School Closings Kevin Lee Dingess Sociology Dr. Richard Garnett A Wolf Amongst the Sheep: A Sociological Approach to Understanding the German Church Struggle Kevin Ellenberg Sociology Dr. Frederick Roth Out of the Closet: Analysis of America's Changing Attitudes on Homosexuality Galina Fet Physical Science Dr. James Brumfield Satellite Imagery Processing for Natural Resources Mapping and Biodiversity Conservation in Kyrgyz Republic National Park Ashley Fisher Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Turtle Assemblages in the EasternPanhandle of West Virginia with an Emphasis on Pseudemys rubriventris Leah Haydu English Dr. Mary Moore I Am Prosper, I Am Ariel, I Am Caliban: A Metatheatrical Approach to Neil Gaiman's The Sandman Yeong-Nam Jeong Physical Science Dr. Elizabeth Murray The Effects of Arsenic Toxicity in PLHC-1 Cell line Steven Keitzer Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Habitat Pref er enc es of the Eastern Hellbender, Cryptobranchus a. alleganiensis, in West Virginia. Kelli Kerbawy History Dr. Kat Williams Knights in White Satin: Women and Their Roles in the Ku Klux Klan John King Physical Science Dr. Tom Jones Using Geographic Information Systems to Organize and Coordinate Holistic Watershed Resource Management Adam Mann Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley A Taxonomic Investigation of the Black Ratsnake, Elaphe o. obsoleta (Say) [Reptilia,Squamata, Colubridae], iriWest Virginia usingMorphometric AnalysesMelissa Mann Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley A Taxonomic Study of the Morphological Variation and Intergradation of Chrysemys picta (Schneider) (Emydidae, Testudines) in West Virginia Nicole Pramik English Dr. Anthony Viola Chaotic Angel Thomas Ratliff Sociology Dr. Frederick Roth Born of Freedom and Dissent: A comparison of American antiwar protest in the first 1 , 418 days of the Vietnam and Iraq wars Alexandria Rovatsos Geography Dr. Joshua Hagen Scotland: The new melting pot? 
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Masters Theses Sushma Shrestha Biological Sciences Dr. Dan Evans Marketplace plants used in ceremonial cleansing among the highland Qechuans of Ecuador Geoffrey Smith Biological Sciences Dr. Charles Somerville Morphological and molecular analysis of the blacknose dace species complex (Genus Rhinichthys) in a large zone of contact Nicholas Smith Biological Sciences Dr. Suzanne Strait Acquiring 3D Data From Small Mammalian Teeth: Laser, Scanning Eocene Marsupials Megan Stiltner History Dr. Kat Williams Cutting the Lines: The Women of the 1956 Portsmouth Telephone Strike Casey Swecker Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Jones Invasive crayfishes threaten native crayfish biodiversity in West Virginia Michelle Trickett Biological Sciences Dr. Frank Binder Intrinsic Microbial Contamination of an Alcohol,Free Mouthwash Susan Verhaalen EdS School Psychology Dr. Fred Krieg Achievement Within an Accelerated Christian Education School Cassie Lynn Waters Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Distribution and Life History of Midland Mud Salamanders (Pseudotriton montanus diasticus) in West Virginia Charles Watson Sociology Dr. Richard Garnett Examining Juvenile Crime and Recidivism Virginia Young History Dr. Kat Williams A Heart of Glass: Women, Work Culture, and Resistance in Huntington, West Virginia's Glass Industry December 2006 Thabo Gcwabaza Chemistry Dr. Michael Norton Scanning Probe Microscopy and Oxidation of Silicon at Breakdown Voltages Michael Hughes Physical Science Dr. Mike Little Determining Biogeochemical Assemblages on the Stony River, Grant County, WV using Fuzzy C,Means and k,Nearest Neighbors Clustering. Steven Kaylor Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley The Breeding Ecology and Natural History of Ambystomatid Salamanders in an Ephemeral Wetland in Mason County, West Virginia David Lawson Psychology Dr. Stephen O'Keefe Recalled childhood sexual abuse related to marital satisfaction Benjamin Taylor English Dr. Susan Swam Nothing Personal: A collection of nonfiction essays exposing the perverted experiences of life, interactions, and responses Michael Wyllie Physical Science Dr. Ralph Oberly A Comparative Quantitative Approach to Digital Image Compression August 2006 Juliana Akinsete Biological Sciences Dr. Simon Collier CHMP 1 is Implicated in the Development of Pancreatic Tumor via the Retinoic Acid Signaling Pathway Jae Bull Music Dr. Vicki Stroeher Benny Goodman: From King of Swing to Third Stream Larry Lester Ed.S. School Psychology Dr. Fred Krieg Parental Satisfaction With Psycho,educational Consultation Amanda Wheeler Health and Physical Education Dr. Dan Martin Handgrip Strength Variations In Baseball and Softball Over a Six, Week Period Of No Strength Training 
Masters Theses Sarabeth Wilson English Dr. Katharine Rodier Nips 
July 2006 Christina Johnson Biological Sciences Dr. Charles Somerville Survey of the Great Kanawha River, West Virginia, for Virulence Related Gene Markers stxl , stx2 1 and eaeA Cotteka Johnson Biological Sciences Dr. Philippe Georgel Characterization of the DNA, binding Properties of Silent Information Regulator 3 Protein April Keenan Biological Sciences Dr. Charles Somerville Occurrence and Distribution of Multi,Antibiotic Resistant Bacteria from the Great Kanawha River, West Virginia Elli Yokochi Exercise Science Dr. Dan Martin "Comparisons of Intracellular Signaling with High Force Muscle Contraction in Lean and Diabetic Soleus and Plantaris Muscles" 
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